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Abstract 

This inquiry is an exploration of the professional metaphors ESL teachers in 

Saskatchewan choose to conceptualize and position themselves as language 

teachers. By situating the metaphors narratively, within a collective case study, 

the ways in which they are (in-)formed by experiences as students (the 

apprenticeship of observation), teachers, and Others are revealed. With the 

understanding that teacher knowledge is largely tacit and that cultural Othering 

(native-speakerism) in TESOL persists, this inquiry demonstrates how metaphor 

analysis can contribute to the reflective practices and professional development 

of teachers.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

 The present study has emerged from my experience as an ESL teacher in 

Saskatchewan; a vocation that I never anticipated finding so close to home. 

Furthermore, it is borne of my curiosity about how other teachers have come to 

consider, and have realized, the potential for teaching ESL here. This chapter 

situates and contextualizes this inquiry by defining key terms and providing a 

description of its purpose.  

1.1 Definition of terms 

The research on second language acquisition is laden with terms, which 

serve to identify and define both its actors (teachers and learners) and actions 

(teaching and learning). This process of naming tends toward problematic, and 

highly politicized, because the semantics convey a specific set of values and 

beliefs and, as such, construct (and constrain) the realities of language 

classrooms in specific ways. Pennycook (1998) argues that English language 

teaching is: 

A product of colonialism not just because it is colonialism that produced 

 the initial conditions for the global spread of English but because it was 

 colonialism that produced many of the ways of thinking and behaving that 

 are still part of Western cultures. (p.19) 

Therein, and contributing significantly to the controversy of naming in TESOL, is 

the pervasiveness of an “us”-“them” ideology. Holliday (2005) defines native-

speakerism as “an established belief that ‘native-speaker’ teachers represent a 

‘Western culture’ from which springs the ideals both of the English language and 
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of English language teaching methodology,” (p.6) which “is based on the 

assumption that ‘native-speakers’ of English have a special claim to the 

language itself, that it is essentially their property” (p.8). Similarly, Sterzuk (in 

press) contends that if “standard English”, then, is viewed as “white property” by 

teachers, “this sense of loss over ‘property’ leads to a need to re-establish 

ownership of English through the act of othering the racialized Englishes of 

students” (p.7). Yet, as divisive as the “native-”/”nonnative-” speaker dichotomy 

may be, I agree with Kubota (as cited in Holliday, 2005) that “getting rid of these 

terms does not solve the problems [of politics and ideologies] but only obscures 

them” (p.5). Consequently, the acronyms chosen for this writing are those 

presently used by many educators in Saskatchewan as well as by TESL 

Saskatchewan, a professional non-profit organization that promotes standards-

based English language teaching and learning. With that in mind, please 

understand: 

TESOL – teaching English to speakers of other languages: used  

 to refer to the professional practice and pedagogy of ESL teachers; 

ESL – English as a subsequent language: used to refer to the discipline or 

 “subject-area” of language learning and teaching; 

ESOL – English speaker of an other(ed) language: used to refer to language 

 learners whose mother tongue is other than English; 

NEST – native-English-speaker in TESOL: used to refer to an ESL teacher 

 whose first language (mother tongue) is English; 

NNEST – nonnative-English-speaker in TESOL: used to refer to an ESL teacher  
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 whose first language is other than English (*This individual is also an  

 ESOL, but is named differently so as to distinguish their identity as a  

 teacher rather than a learner.) 

Although I have spelled out these acronyms, to facilitate readability and to 

expand the audience beyond those of TESOL “insiders”, for the most part I have 

bracketed their use in the body of the thesis.  

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of my inquiry is to explore how individuals, who are 

themselves language learners, users, and owners, position themselves and are 

positioned as language teachers. I aim to do this by seeking the metaphors that 

ESL teachers use to conceptualize their professional identities (“teacher”) and 

their professional knowledge (“teaching”). Through a collective narrative case 

study, I will explore how these language teachers’ metaphors have been (in-) 

formed by their apprenticeships of observation, or their experiences as 

(language) learners. Furthermore, from within the teachers’ stories, I will 

consider details of their teaching experiences, academic preparations, and 

personal life experiences to facilitate a cross-case analysis of their metaphors.  

 In its most basic form, the idea for this study has evolved from my 

experience as an ESL teacher in the place where I was born and raised. 

Teaching ESL in Saskatchewan has led me to question how I could have grown 

up, aware of the different cultures of the people around me, but not aware of the 

different languages that they spoke. I have wondered whether or not this was 

because, compared to the national average, Saskatchewan actually has less 
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linguistic disparity than other provinces, given that an overwhelming majority, 

85.1%, of Saskatchewanians identify English as their first language (Government 

of Saskatchewan, 2006, p.1). Alternately, perhaps it was a result of going to 

schools where there were no specialized English language classes (or teachers) 

available to learners who were English speakers of other languages (ESOLs). 

Or, perhaps, it was a consequence of my monolingual upbringing as a third-

generation Canadian, normalized by a culture wherein “whiteness equals 

racelessness, and the invisibility of whiteness renders salient the ‘difference’ of 

‘racilalized’ others” (Brown, 2002, p.154), which allows “white settler ways of 

speaking English [to] remain elevated over other(ed) Englishes, particularly 

those Englishes connected to non-white bodies” (Sterzuk, in press). Regardless 

of the reason(s), I have come to realize that, collectively, they have contributed 

to my emerging identity as an ESL teacher. Paired with the understanding that 

language learning is “never just about language,” but “is itself about transforming 

social worlds,” (Ortega, 2009, p.251) uncovering this question has led me to a 

heightened awareness of how essential critical self-reflection and 

consciousness-raising practices are for professional development in TESOL. 

Teachers have a professional and social responsibility to be accountable 

for acknowledging and facilitating the learning needs of individual learners in 

their classes – including those of English language learners (ESOLs). Failure to 

do so may result, as Danahy (1986) claims, in teachers actually “standing in the 

way of L2 [second language] achievement” (p.232) and, ultimately, the success 

of ESL learners. Given the Government of Saskatchewan’s description of 
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provincial demographics, namely that “with the exception of the Aboriginal 

population, all of Saskatchewan's residents are either immigrants or the 

descendants of immigrants” (“About Saskatchewan,” 2012), there is a clear need 

to address and attend to the language and literacy needs of all learners.  

By definition, ESOLs are individuals whose first-learned or primarily-used 

language(s) is other than English. The Government of Saskatchewan 

acknowledges that, as learners, ESOLs “may speak, understand, or be literate in 

more than one language and may have some experience of English,” but will 

require support (via specialized programming and/or services) to acquire fluency 

in English, to access the curriculum, and to achieve positive educational and 

social outcomes (“Ministry of Education,” 2012). In Saskatchewan, ESOLs 

typically belong to one of two distinct groups: Canadian-born learners, including 

First Nation and Métis students, Francophone students, Hutterite students, and 

Canadian-born children of immigrants; or foreign-born learners, including 

recently arrived immigrants, refugees, and international VISA students (Ibid). 

Distinguishing these groups of learners also serves to Other them – to identify, 

define, and position them based on how we perceive them to be different from us 

(Palfreyman, 2005). Being seen as the Other, for some ESOLs, may 

problematize their inclusion or establish them as deficient learners if native-

speakerism is being used “as a benchmark for academic performance” (Sterzuk, 

in press, p.13). Alternately, if an English language learner’s skill set is seen as 

different, but also useful and valuable it can, as Morita (2004) found, attribute a 

sense of belonging to the learner and give them a voice where a language 
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barrier may otherwise exist. This is reiterated in Garcia’s (2009) argument for the 

naming, and thereby positioning, of ESOLs to “make reference to a positive 

characteristic” (i.e., emergent bilingual) rather than “suggest a limitation or a 

problem in comparison to those who speak English” (i.e., English language 

learner) (p.322). Although classmates and peers contribute to this positioning, 

teachers ultimately set the conditions to establish and sustain it. Consequently, it 

is imperative that teachers critically reflect on Othering processes that may be at 

play in their classrooms.  

In TESOL, Othering tends to be cultural in nature in that it is, arguably, an 

embodied reflection of the native/nonnative-speaker dichotomy. This 

phenomenon is not exclusive to relationships between teachers and learners. 

Positioning, through the process of Othering, has been closely linked to power 

relationships both inside and outside of the classroom (Oxford et al., 1998). 

Teachers occupy comparatively powerful positions to students and, therefore, 

have an enhanced responsibility to be cognizant not only of who students are, 

but who they are as individuals. In his study of an English language program in 

Turkey, David Palfreyman (2005) found evidence of cultural Othering of ESOLs 

by ESL teachers, as well as among teachers, specifically in the positioning of 

nonnative-English-speaking teachers (NNESTs) by native-English-speaking 

teachers (NESTs). He found that the NESTs Othered Turkish teachers 

(NNESTs) and students similarly because they identified them as belonging to 

the same cultural group. However, the NNESTs, who positioned themselves 

based on professional role as opposed to culture, saw the distinction as existing 
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between themselves (as ESL teachers) and the students (ESOLs), and being a 

direct result of differences in socioeconomic status, gender, and ultimately the 

classroom power dynamic. This case illustrates that the professional identities of 

ESL teachers, and whether or not they have acquired status within the collective 

“us” of ESL teachers, are influenced by the native/nonnative-speaker dichotomy. 

As Oxford et al. (1998) point out, “teachers have a recognized position indicated 

by the job title [role]. However, their actual status [can be] defined as the amount 

of esteem, admiration and approval obtained from the society or the immediate 

social group” (p.7). Such findings warrant further reflection. 

In pursuing my inquiry, I have looked to the work of Tsui (2003), who 

suggests that teacher identity and the tacit knowledge of what constitutes “good” 

teaching are experientially shaped by four key factors. She claims the first, and 

most influential, factor is a teacher’s apprenticeship of observation. Informed by 

the work of Silberman (1970), who contends that “unless prospective teachers 

are given alternative pictures of what teaching and learning can be… they are 

almost bound to teach in the same way as their teachers taught them,” (p.471-2) 

Lortie coined this term in the mid-1970s to refer to the experience of being a 

student. Britzman (1991) elaborates on this, stating: 

The mass experience of public education has made teaching one of the 

 most familiar professions in this culture. Implicitly, schooling fashions the 

 meanings, realities, and experiences of students; thus those learning to 

 teach draw from their subjective experiences constructed from actually 

 being there. They bring to teacher education their educational biography 
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 and some well-worn and commonsensical images of the teacher’s work. 

 (p.3)  

For ESL teachers, then, I assume that their own experiences as language 

learners may prove particularly significant in shaping how they teach English. 

The second factor Tsui (2003) discusses is a teacher’s personal life experience, 

which is representative of both the events that have brought them to the teaching 

profession, as well as events that have otherwise shaped their identity. Here, 

because Othering in TESOL, as a reflection of native-speakerism, not only 

serves to position students but teachers as well, I am especially curious how the 

experience of being the Other impacts ESL teachers. The third factor is a 

teacher’s academic background and professional development, and fourth is his 

or her teaching experience. Because research has shown that intentional and 

critical reflection on experience can afford language teachers insight into their 

teaching style, decision-making strategies, interactions, and Othering processes 

(Bailey et al., 1996; Danahy, 1986; Johnson, 1994; Oxford et al., 1998) and can 

lead to better practice – perhaps away from how we were taught toward how we 

want to teach – I have used these four factors to facilitate “unpacking” the 

participants’ metaphors in my collective case study. 

Thus, the rationale for my inquiry is rooted in an acknowledgment that 

who teachers are affects how they teach. In TESOL, the tendency toward native-

speakerism, and frequency with which Othering is (even if unknowingly) enacted 

and perpetuated, necessitates ongoing reflection on identity by ESL teachers. In 

initiating this inquiry, I realize that although my vantage point as a white, female, 
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native-English-speaking ESL teacher in Saskatchewan may be “typical”, it is also 

a singular reality. Therefore, adhering to what Merriam (1988) calls the “logic of 

qualitative research” (p.16), I have designed my inquiry as a case study to more 

adequately capture the multiple realities of who ESL teachers in this province are 

and how they have come to be. It is my belief that, to some extent, all teachers in 

Saskatchewan are (English) language teachers. Norton (1997) suggests that 

language teachers are not simply teachers, but rather individuals who, 

themselves, are language learners, users and owners, and who belong to and 

identify with cultural groups. And, as such, are not just teachers of language but 

teachers, or translators, of culture as well. Similarly, given Holliday’s (2005) 

explanation that “native-speakerism…has had a massive influence and exists to 

a greater or lesser degree in the thinking of all ESOL educators,” (p.7) it seems 

fair to assume that the professional identity of a ‘language teacher’ would reflect 

the linguistic and cultural subjectivities of the teacher as an individual. 

The present inquiry focuses on five local ESL teachers: two native-

English-speaking teachers (NESTs); two nonnative-English-speaking teachers 

(NNESTs); and one teacher who identifies in-between. These teachers are 

working intentionally with foreign-born ESOLs by way of teaching in specialized 

programs for adult ESL learners – ranging from those that address functional 

literacy needs at settlement agencies to EAP (English for academic purposes) 

programs that provide entry into post-secondary institutions and workplaces. It is 

my view that exploring the professional identities of these teachers offers insight 
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into how TESOL is being approached within, and possibly transforming, this 

province.  

Having explained the rationale for initiating this study and my purpose for 

wanting to engage other ESL teachers in the province, in the following chapter, I 

will move to a review of the literature that has informed and inspired me. The 

body of research that focuses on understanding the professional worlds of 

teachers is extensive. So, to situate my inquiry within the research on teacher 

education, I have narrowed my focus toward better understanding how 

professional identity is formed, how teacher knowledge is acquired, and how 

reflection (on both) can be meaningfully enacted through metaphor analysis.  
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review 

 Constructing my own identity as a teacher is a work in progress – it is a 

journey that has so far evolved from a child “playing teacher” into an 

undergraduate degree in early elementary education and, more recently, into 

opportunities to teach ESL to adult international students. My decision to frame 

this inquiry as a collective case study is revealing of an understanding, and 

pursuit, of multiple expertise, or “of fostering a culture of collaboration in which 

expertise can be pooled, and…encouraging teachers to participate in 

professional discourse communities so that they can learn from each other” 

(Tsui, 2003, p.281-2). In this chapter, I discuss the literature that my inquiry is 

rooted in and has grown from. My understanding of, and rationale for choosing, 

metaphor analysis as a means of exploring teacher identity in TESOL is a 

culmination of reading I have undertaken that pertains to educational research in 

teacher identity, teacher knowledge, and reflection. These three categories are 

examined and discussed next. 

2.1 Teacher identity 

 From a sociocultural perspective, classroom dynamics play a crucial role 

in determining how teaching and learning are enacted. Perhaps it is, as Vygotsky 

claims, that learning is a socially-mediated process whereby “the source of 

development resides in the environment rather than in the individual” (as cited in 

Ortega, 2009, p.224). Needless to say, classroom environments, and the 

experiences therein, stand to be as varied, and as storied, as the individuals who 

occupy the desks – both small and large, at the back and at the front of the 
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room. It is not only the identities and subjectivities of the students that shape the 

classroom dynamic and experience, but also those of the teacher who stands at 

the head of the class, simultaneously face to face with and belonging to this 

diverse group. Senior (2006) explains that “it is sometimes forgotten that 

language classes operate as communities, each with its own collection of shared 

understandings that have been built up over time” and that, in fact, the “overall 

character of each language class is created, developed, and maintained by 

everyone in the room” (p.200). This character, or culture, is shaped by the 

negotiation of roles, expectations and, ultimately, relationships between 

teacher(s) and learners. In ESL classrooms, these negotiations can prove to be 

uniquely layered and complex because as Senior (2006) notes the individuals 

involved are informed by “different ethnic, linguistic, cultural, and educational 

backgrounds” (p.116). Nonetheless, being able to function as a cohesive group, 

or community of learners, is significant because these “socially constructed 

categories…are relevant for elective L2 [second language] learning in that they 

affect language learners’ investments, desires and identity negotiations in a 

number of important ways” (Ortega, 2009, p.247). For teachers, these 

negotiations are also significant because they serve to establish the perception 

and parameters of their professional (teacher) identity within the classroom. 

 In addition to participating in, and belonging to, the classroom learning 

community, a teacher’s professional identity is also shaped by his or her 

relationships with other teachers through having membership in (real or 

imagined) communities of practice. Citing Lave and Wenger’s community of 
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practice framework, Norton (2001) explains that “we not only produce our 

identities through the practices we engage in (participation), but we also define 

ourselves through the practices we do not engage in (non-participation)” (p.159). 

In addition, she refers to their explanation of legitimate peripheral participation as 

a process wherein “newcomers interact with old-timers in a given community 

setting, become increasingly experienced in the practices that characterize the 

community, and gradually move toward fuller participation in that community” 

(p.160). For language teachers, participation/non-participation within their 

professional community could depend greatly on how the group defines 

“newcomers” and “old-timers”. Because of the prevalence of native-speakerism 

in the professional discourse of TESOL, I would argue that this differentiation is 

less likely to be based on years of teaching experience as it is on years of 

language learning experience. In other words, the positioning of ESL teachers is 

likely determined by whether he or she is perceived to be a NEST (old-timer) or a 

NNEST (newcomer). I have used the expression perceived to be in recognition 

of Holliday’s (2005) claim that “native speakership is neither a privilege of birth 

nor of education, but of ‘acceptance by the group that created the distinction’” 

(p.6). Therefore, it is plausible that cultural Othering within the professional 

community of ESL teachers prevents the full participation of its members by way 

of marginalizing NNESTs (Norton, 2001). 

 The professional identities of teachers are shaped both through their 

interactions with students and, as much if not more, through their positioning by 

other teachers. In this way, “teachers construct themselves as they are being 
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constructed by others” (Britzman, 1991, p.2). To gain further insight into how the 

professional identities of teachers emerge, following Norton’s (1997) call to 

action that teachers not underestimate the impact of who they are on how and 

what they teach, I will focus on the latter – turning next to research on how 

teacher knowledge (i.e., “how” and “what” to teach) is reconciled.  

2.2 Teacher knowledge 

 Many educational researchers share Britzman’s (1991) sentiment that “the 

story of learning to teach begins actually much earlier than the time one first 

decides to become a teacher,” (p.3) and that the formal education of teachers 

ends, rather than begins, with (post-secondary) teacher training programs 

(Bailey et al., 1996; Freeman & Richards, 1996; Johnson, 1994; Numrich, 1996; 

Silberman, 1970; Tsui, 2003). Additionally, a recommendation of many 

researchers is for teachers, as an ongoing professional goal, be critically 

reflective, reflexive, and self-aware. Silberman (1970) argues that “the process of 

self-examination, or ‘self-renewal,’ must be continuous [and that] we must find 

ways of stimulating educators…to think about what they are doing and why they 

are doing it” (p.379-80). Furthermore, Oxford et al. (1998) argue that reflection is 

“both an attitude and a practice,” (p.46) and thus should be central to the lives of 

students and teachers. These views align with a Deweyian understanding of the 

temporality of experience. Dewey (as cited in Clandinin & Connelly, 2000) 

explained that experience, constructed personally and socially, forms a 

continuum where “each point has a past experiential base and leads to an 

experiential future” (p.2). Much of our knowledge as teachers is arguably tacit, or 
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implicit, consequently reflection that is both meaningful and serves to be 

consciousness-raising may be essential to professional practice. Therefore, 

instead of explaining what teacher knowledge is, I will focus on how it emerges in 

the reflective practices of teachers.  

 In the area of teacher knowledge, Tsui (2003) cites the work of Donald 

Schön as among the most influential. Derived from philosopher Michael Polanyi’s 

notion (as cited in Tsui, 2003) that “we can know more than we can tell,” (p.43) 

Tsui refers to Schön’s (1983) characterization of professional knowledge as 

being tacit and reflective in nature. Moreover, she acknowledges his notion that 

“what professionals do in their workaday life is ‘knowing-in-action’” (p.44), and 

“although (this) ‘knowing-in-action’ is intuitive and automatic, practitioners do 

engage in reflection in two ways: they reflect-on-action and reflect-in-action” 

(p.45). For teachers, then, the process of reflecting-on-action involves looking to 

the past – or, more specifically, at what they have done and have experienced 

both as teachers and as learners. 

 Some studies clearly reveal reflecting-on-action by way of exploring 

teacher knowledge as arising from a teacher’s experiences as, and memories of 

being, a student, also known as their apprenticeship of observation (Johnson, 

1994; Leavy, McSorley, & Bote, 2007; Numrich, 1996; Sperling, 1994; White & 

Smith, 1994). This apprenticeship, though different in its details, is a shared 

phenomenon in the collective experiences of teachers as a group. As Britzman 

(1991) explains, “we have all played a role opposite teachers for a large part of 

our school lives. It is taken for granted that we all know what a teacher is and 
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does. This knowledge is based upon years of experience” (p.3). Her explanation 

is mirrored in the work of Bailey et al. (1996) who found that “the memories of 

instruction gained through the ‘apprenticeship of observation’ function as de 

facto guides for teachers as they approach what they do in the classroom” 

(p.11). This finding led to their conclusion that what constitutes teacher 

knowledge can be realized, at least in part, through autobiographically reflecting 

on the apprenticeship of observation because it allows for the “examination of 

emerging teaching philosophies and goals, and the evolution of professional 

identity” and, as such, can “lead the teacher to a better understanding of her own 

assets, beliefs, values, and help steadily improve her competencies” (p.27). 

Schön’s (1983) reflective process, specifically its use of past experiences as 

students to understand present, and perhaps change future, actions as teachers, 

further exemplifies Dewey’s influence.  

 The Narrative Inquiry work of Jean Clandinin and Michael Connelly further 

supports the notion that professional knowledge emerges from reflective 

practice. Teacher knowledge, from their perspective, is a personal-practical 

construct that is shaped and shared experientially. As Clandinin (1985) explains, 

“‘personal-practical knowledge’ is knowledge which is imbued with all the 

experiences that make up a person’s being. Its meaning is derived from, and 

understood in terms of, a person’s experiential history, both professional and 

personal” (p.362). This understanding is clearly shaped by Dewey’s notion of the 

continuity of experience, as is the view that narrative inquiry is both a means of 
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understanding experience and a collaboration of social and temporal 

interactions.  

 Clandinin and Connelly (2000), in addition to acknowledging Dewey as 

their “foremost influence” (p.1), reveal that their work as narrative inquirers, and 

their ‘personal-practical’ construct/understanding of teacher knowledge is aligned 

with, and has been shaped by, the work of Freema Elbaz. Elbaz (1981) similarly 

contends that there is an experiential basis for what teachers know and, 

ultimately, how they know. She explains that a “teacher’s knowledge grows out 

of the world of teaching as he experiences it; it gives shape to that world, and 

allows him to function in it” (Elbaz, 1981, p.58). Her view of experience and, 

therefore, knowledge is likewise marked by: 

  A ‘practical’ aspect…derived from practice, of instructional routines, 

 classroom management, student needs, and the like; a ‘personal’ aspect 

 [in that teachers]...work toward personally meaningful goals in their 

 teaching; and…an ‘interaction’ aspect, which refers to the fact that [it] is 

 based on, and shaped by, a variety of interactions with others in the 

 environment. (p.47)  

In addition to having a shared understanding that teacher knowledge has an 

experiential base constituted by practical and personal aspects, in order to 

represent or characterize the structure of teachers’ knowledge from these 

experiences, their work similarly calls on the use and construction of images. 

Clandinin (1985) explains that having been “formed from a coalescence of many 

diverse experiences over a long period of time,” (p.380) images are “the glue that 
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melds together a person’s diverse experiences, both personal and professional” 

(p.379). Furthermore, because these images will “generally [be] imbued with a 

judgment of value and constitutes a guide to the intuitive realization of the 

teacher’s purposes, [they]…serve to guide the teacher’s thinking and to organize 

knowledge in the relevant area” (Elbaz, 1981, p.61). Britzman (1991) links the 

work of Clandinin and Connelly to that of Elbaz in how they similarly address the 

taken-for-grantedness of this “knowledge made from the stuff of lived experience 

[that] is so intimately a part of teachers’ enactments” (p.5) by situating their 

research “in the heads of ‘real’ teachers” (p.50). Further to their approach, a 

common thread that connects Clandinin and Connelly’s research with that of 

Elbaz, and grounds their mutual understanding of “image” as representation of 

experience, lies within Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) study of metaphors.   

 Discovering images of teachers and teaching through the creation of 

metaphors is an approach that I have found to have a notable presence in the 

body of educational research pertaining to teacher knowledge (Berci, 2007; 

Cameron, 1999; Clandinin, 1985; Danahy, 1986; Sperling, 1994; White & Smith, 

1994). It informs why Tsui (2003) insists that, “very often teachers’ knowledge 

can be better understood through the metaphors that they use or the images that 

they have formed of teaching” (p.59). However, this understanding of teacher 

knowledge is compounded by the fact that “the construction of a metaphor, as a 

vehicle for guided reflection, can [also] make explicit knowledge of identity” 

(Berci, 2007, p.85). This explains why Cortazzi and Jin (1999) reason that, 

“raising teachers’ awareness of their own metaphors may help them to reflect on 
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their own experience and to develop professionally” (p.150). As such, with the 

understanding that metaphorical images represent something of who teachers 

are and what they know, I turn now to how the use of metaphor analysis, as 

reflective practice, is contributing to an understanding of the professional 

identities and knowledge of language teachers.  

2.3 Reflection and reflexivity   

 As suggested in the aforementioned discussion of Clandinin and 

Connelly’s work, to facilitate gaining insight into how the knowledge and 

professional identities of language teachers emerge, the use of narrative inquiry 

is often favoured. Similarly, in metaphor analysis, the use of narrative inquiry 

methods, including diary studies (Ellis, 2001; Numrich, 1996; Pavlenko, 2003; 

Sperling, 1994; Thornbury, 1991), interviews and storytelling (Munby, 1987; 

Oxford et al., 1998), and observations (Johnson, 1994; Marshall, 1990), to 

uncover metaphors is prevalent. Oxford et al. (1998) acknowledge the 

importance of maintaining perspective-consciousness in narrative inquiry, or the 

awareness that stories belong to, and reflect the voices and realities of, 

individuals. Thus, in the stories of language teachers, for example, there is “no 

epitome of…the ‘teacher voice’” (p.5). It is worth noting that in these stories, 

there is value in both what the voices are saying and how they are saying it. As 

one of the earliest educational researchers to employ metaphor analysis, Munby 

(1987) suggests: 
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  One can assume that the speech used by teachers, or by other 

 professionals when they talk about their work, represents something to 

 them. If the speech is metaphorical, then it is reasonable to believe  that  

 the metaphors used reflect something of how the speaker sees or 

 constructs professional reality. (p.380)  

Because the “essence of metaphor,” according to Lakoff and Johnson (1980), is 

“understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another” (p.5), as 

reflective tools, they enable the implicit to be made explicit. With regard to 

identifying and exploring teacher knowledge, and thereby teacher identity, this 

process is crucial. Elbaz (1981) explains:  

 Within teaching itself, while teachers may do a good deal of rehashing 

 and comparing of experiences…there are few opportunities for them to  

 reflect on and attempt to articulate their experiences in an organized 

 way…; thus teachers themselves may be unaware of the value of their  

 own knowledge. (p.45)  

Consequently, metaphor analysis has been garnering attention for its 

effectiveness as a means of uncovering the values, beliefs and understandings 

that teachers hold about their professional selves and their teaching 

environments. 

Interestingly, as a starting point for reflection, educational researchers 

have juxtaposed “metaphor” somewhere between being a “powerful cognitive 

tool” (Saban, 2010, p.291) and “a tool so ordinary that we use it unconsciously 

and automatically, with so little effort that we hardly notice it” (Ellis, 2001, p.66). 
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In this context, the term itself is used broadly to encompass comparative 

figurative expressions that may sometimes actually take the form of a metaphor 

(i.e., _____ is _____), but more often that of a simile (i.e., ____ is like _____). 

Metaphor analysis, as approached in educational research, is informed by Lakoff 

and Johnson’s (1980) notion that “our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of 

which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature”, and that 

this conceptual system “plays a central role in defining our everyday realities” 

(p.3). With reference to this, Chen (2003) argues that, as such, “it is not difficult 

for teachers to identify their dominant metaphors about teaching” (p.25). To 

illustrate this, I turn now to some specific examples. 

The approach to metaphor analysis in TESOL, much of which has been 

undertaken in the last twenty-five years, has been to gather exemplar metaphors 

(i.e., ___ is (like) ___) both directly and indirectly, categorize them, and analyze 

how, why, and from where they have emerged. The studies themselves have 

been almost exclusively qualitative in nature. Using Lakoff and Johnson’s 

conceptual framework for classifying metaphors, TESOL researchers have 

focused somewhat on interpreting, or ‘unpacking’, the dominant metaphors in the 

literature (Ellis, 2001), but more so those used by teachers to talk about 

teaching, learning, and learners. Interestingly, some studies have shown that 

conceptual metaphors tend to be highly conventionalized, so “even though 

people could construct and understand an infinitely large range of metaphors, 

they instead draw on a fairly well-defined and limited set” (Ellis, 2001, p.66). This 

is revealed in that, even within international studies, there are considerable 
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overlaps among the conceptual metaphors produced by ESL teachers. Saban 

(2010) clearly illustrates this in his chart (Table 1), which compares the 

conceptual categories (denoted in CAPS) and exemplar metaphors (denoted 

with [ ]) of the teacher role that emerged in three prominent TESOL studies. 

Notably, how ESL teachers conceptualize their role is telling of how they 

view English language learners (ESOLs) and the language learning process. 

Danahy (1986) suggests that through conceptual metaphors of the teacher role, 

teacher-learner interactions are positioned in one of two ways – either as 

human/non-human or human/human. He argues that the former reveals a 

traditional belief that the teacher is active and the learner is passive in the 

learning process and this, arguably, reveals a process of Othering. Similarly, Ellis 

(2001) cautions that within teachers’ metaphors, learners can be “not so much 

constructed…as both deconstructed and decontextualized” (p.65). This offers 

insight into how, as de Guerrero and Villamil (2002) claim, metaphors may be 

determinants of the social environment. Congruent with this idea is the 

suggestion that they are also products of it.  

 Perhaps what has resonated with me most, and brings the usefulness of 

metaphor analysis as a method of inquiry full-circle, is its potential to illuminate 

apprenticeships of observation. In his study of the metaphorical 

conceptualizations of English as a foreign language (EFL) teachers, Thornbury 

(1991) found that by asking language teachers to reflect on the experience of 

language learning, it revealed more about them as students than it did as 

teachers. 
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Table 1: Conceptual categories of ESL teachers’ metaphors (Saban, 2010, p.292) 

 

 

Oxford et al. (1998) de Guerrero & Villamil (2002) Saban et al. (2007) 
SOCIAL ORDER 
[manufacturer, competitor, 
hanging judge, doctor, 
mind-and-behaviour 
controller] 
 

ARTIST  
[potter] 
REPAIRER  
[mechanic of the mind] 
GYM INSTRUCTOR  
[person starting an aerobics 
class] 

MOLDER/CRAFTSPERSON  
[architect, baker, carpenter, 
constructor, contractor, cook, 
honeybee, ironworker, 
jeweler, mill, miner, painter, 
potter, sculptor, tailor, 
technician, weaver] 
CURER/REPAIRER  
[doctor, mechanic, medicine] 
SUPERIOR AUTHORITY 
FIGURE  
[brain, locomotive, shepherd, 
ship captain] 

CULTURAL 
TRANSMISSION 
[conduit, repeater] 

PROVIDER OF KNOWLEDGE  
[moon, wire in a thick wall, 
television set, sun, missile, 
tree full of apples] 

KNOWLEDGE PROVIDER  
[book, candle, computer, 
flower, fountain, jug, light, 
pen, rain, shopkeeper, 
spring, sun, television, 
tree/fruit tree, writer/poet] 

LEARNER-CENTRED 
GROWTH  
[nurturer, lover or spouse, 
scaffolder, entertainer, 
delegator] 

NURTURER  
[bee, busy bee, Mother Nature, 
gardener] 
PROVIDER OF TOOLS  
[tool carrier] 

NURTURER/CULTIVATOR 
[chameleon, farmer, 
gardener, soil] 
FACILITATOR/ 
SCAFFOLDER  
[bridge, compass, flashlight, 
ladder, lighthouse, North 
Star, road map, taxi driver, 
torch, traffic signs] 
ENTERTAINER  
[actor/actress, stand-up 
comedian] 
COUNSELOR  
[companion, psychologist, 
friend, parent] 

SOCIAL REFORM  
[acceptor, learning partner] 

CHALLENGER  
[snag in the river, window to 
the world, bullfighter, lion 
tamer, gateway to the future] 
COOPERATIVE LEADER  
[coach/little league coach, trail 
guide, movie/theatre director, 
instrument of God, symphony 
director] 
INNOVATOR  
[explorer, convertible car] 

CHANGE AGENT  
[fashion designer, 
scriptwriter] 
COOPERATIVE/ 
DEMOCRATIC LEADER  
[coach, conductor, tour 
guide] 
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He argues that this demonstrates that “it is the image of teaching that has 

potency, not the theory of it” (p.196). Tsui (2003) echoes this, as well as the 

sentiments of Elbaz (1981) and Clandinin (1985), in noting that “closely related to 

teachers’ metaphors are their images of teaching…and [these] images of what 

teaching is like and should be…are often influenced by their past experiences, 

especially their experiences in school” (p.60). Johnson’s (1994) case study of 

four pre-service ESL teachers involved in practicums illustrates these findings. 

She found that the teacher role assumed by participants in her study, as well as 

their (re-)actions in the classroom, were more strongly influenced by their 

experiences as students than by the purported or idealized images they held of 

themselves as teachers. Becoming aware of how their experiences as learners 

were surfacing in their practice as teachers illuminated a source of conflict for 

this group of pre-service teachers. This finding affirms Britzman’s (1991) claim 

that “the overfamiliarity of the teaching profession is a significant contradiction 

affecting those learning to teach” (p.3). All four participants expressed feeling 

powerless to change their behaviours (i.e., teaching how they had been taught) 

in favour of fulfilling a teacher role, and utilizing teaching strategies, that they 

believed to be more effective.  

 A similar finding led to the conclusion by Freeman and Richards (1996) 

that “the urge to change and the pull to do what is familiar create a central 

tension in teachers’ thinking about their practice” (p.11). Further, they explain 

that the source of this conflict, or tension, arises from the fact that a teacher’s 

beliefs about teaching and their images of what ‘good’ and ‘bad’ teaching entails, 
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having been acquired as learners, tend to be very resistant to change. Marshall 

(1990) similarly found evidence of this resistance through her research. Her 

study was aimed, through intentional reflection, at predicting the actions (i.e., 

teaching styles and strategies) of pre-service teachers based on the beliefs and 

values about teaching and learning that surfaced in metaphors they created. In 

doing so, Marshall (1990) found that one of the greatest challenges for pre-

service teachers is making the leap between acknowledging a preconceived 

notion and changing the behaviour it shapes; in other words, matching insight 

with action. I contend, however, that this site of struggle is not the exclusive 

domain of pre-service teachers. Reflecting on our apprenticeship of observation 

through metaphor creation and analysis affords an opportunity to come to terms 

with who we think we are, who we are, and who we want to be as teachers. And, 

although difficult, Bailey et al. (1996) concede that this intentional reflective 

process is “both thought provoking and affirming” because, more specifically, 

they “did not realize to what extent [their] concept of a good language teacher 

has been molded by experiences as a language learner” (p.21). Therefore, like 

Berci (2007), I contend that if the process of metaphor creation and analysis 

affords teachers the opportunity to gain not only insight, but “an explicit 

understanding of how aspects of their teacher life fit into their personal life and 

that their identity needs to be viewed as the integration of the two,” (p.69) then it 

is, in and of itself, a worthwhile venture. However, I am inspired by the possibility 

that uncovering metaphors “can act as a catalyst for making implicit teacher self-
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knowledge explicit and thereby aid the development of the person as educator 

and of the educator as person” (Berci, 2007, p.66). 

This chapter has explored the literature informing, and ultimately the 

rationale for, my inquiry. Because the purpose of this inquiry is to explore 

professional identity through metaphor elicitation and analysis, the reviewed 

literature serves to better inform what constitutes and shapes the identity of 

teachers. Informed as such, I proceed with a tentative understanding that being a 

teacher (as an identity, not a role) and teaching (personal-practical knowledge) 

are one in the same. Further, because who teachers are and what they do is 

difficult to disentangle, intentional reflection is required to name, and sometimes 

even to acknowledge, what inherently is (known). In the next chapter I turn to the 

methodology of my inquiry and describe in detail how and where I proceeded 

from here.  
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CHAPTER 3: Methodology 

Our species thinks in metaphors and learns through stories.  

(Bateson, 1994, p.11)  

 Because my research is guided by an exploration of a process (how and 

why) and seeks to qualitatively explore and describe multiple realities (Merriam, 

1988, p.17), it followed instinctively to situate my inquiry, exploring professional 

identity through metaphor analysis, within a collective narrative case study. 

Based on Tsui’s (2003) description that, “case studies do not aim at making 

generalizations about populations or universes, but rather at expanding or 

generalizing theoretical propositions,” (p.67) my intention is not to generalize 

how ESL teachers, as a population, conceptualize their professional identity. 

Rather, because this is a qualitative inquiry, my purpose is to explore the 

conceptualization of professional identity in TESOL and to further our 

understanding of teacher identity as dynamic, temporal and experientially-based, 

using ESL teachers as cases for investigation (Tsui, 2003). In this chapter, I 

share the three research questions that guided my inquiry, a detailed description 

of the context and participants, and a thorough discussion of my research 

design, including how the data were generated, collected, and analyzed. 

3.1 Overview 

 As stated in Chapter 1, the two-fold purpose of this study is to (a) query 

how ESL teachers metaphorically conceptualize their professional realities, 

including their position as a teacher (professional identity) and their expertise 

and work (professional knowledge), and to (b) explore why, or from where, these 
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metaphors have emerged and how they reflect lived experiences – those as 

(language) learners, teachers and, perhaps, Others. I designed my inquiry as a 

collective case study because it is my intention to explore this topic (being an 

ESL teacher) by studying and comparing multiple cases (Stake, 1994) while 

“anchor[ing] them in real-life situations” (Merriam, 1988, p.32). In order to weave 

together the research designs of de Guerrero and Villamil (2000; 2002) and Tsui 

(2003), I collected data in two stages (through an e-questionnaire and semi-

structured interviews) and was guided by the following adaptations of their 

research questions.   

3.2 Research questions  

(adapted from: de Guerrero & Villamil, 2000 & Tsui, 2003) 

1. In producing metaphors about their profession and professional identity, 

 how do the participants conceptualize language teaching (specifically, 

 English as a subsequent language, or ESL) and themselves as (language 

 users & ESL) teachers?  

2. Within these metaphors, how are language, language learners (ESOLs), 

language learning, culture, and the learning environment accounted for? 

3. In what way(s) do the metaphors reflect each teacher’s (a) apprenticeship 

of observation, (b) personal life experience, (c) academic background and 

professional development, and (d) teaching experience?  

3.3 Context and participants 

 My study took place in a mid-sized prairie city during the autumn of 2012. 

From my point of view, TESOL in Saskatchewan is still only emerging as a 
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‘profession’ or specialization, so I was interested to find out how ESL teachers, 

making their life and living here, came to be – personally and professionally.  I 

wondered if some may have ‘stumbled’ upon it through teach & travel 

(understand as: teach & pay off student debt) opportunities, which, although 

unrealized, was at one time a plan of my own. I wondered also if their 

involvement and interest in TESOL had happened intentionally or had evolved 

somewhat haphazardly, as it had for me, with its only recognizable ties being to 

an interest in early literacy and teaching children to read. I wanted to talk with 

people who find themselves in the same place as me regardless of whether we 

arrived here by way of the same path. Therefore, I ultimately sought out 

participants who were my peers – my colleagues and my classmates. As an ESL 

teacher and a graduate student, this inquiry was an opportunity to intentionally 

engage in the communities of practice in which I have membership in and, as 

such, access to.  

 In the next section, I will explain in detail the research design, including 

the procedures and sampling strategies that I used as a means of recruiting and 

selecting these participants, as well as, my methods of data collection and tools 

for analysis.  

3.4 Research design 

My decision to explore ESL teachers’ personal narratives using a 

(collective) case study approach to research is supported by Oxford et al’s 

(1998) claim that this is “perhaps the most fruitful method for uncovering 

teaching-related metaphors” (p.5). In order to accomplish what I set out to do, I 
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designed my study as a two-tiered inquiry. In the first stage, I sought to establish 

how ESL teachers metaphorically conceptualize language teaching and learning 

(research questions 1 & 2), and in the second stage, I explored why these were 

the metaphors ESL teachers have chosen to articulate their professional realities 

(research question 3). The following is a detailed description of how I conducted 

my research.     

 Upon receiving approval from the Research Ethics Board in mid-

September, I contacted the department heads of the city’s ESL Programs for 

adult learners. Even though TESOL programming is increasingly commonplace 

at the elementary and secondary levels, I chose to limit my recruitment of 

participants to those who teach adults for two reasons: first, because this is the 

context of TESOL I’ve been professionally involved with for the past eight years 

and second, and perhaps more importantly, because having a Bachelor of 

Education degree is typically not a pre-requisite qualification to teach in these 

types of language programs. Because of this distinction, I was curious whether 

or not ESL teachers of adult language learners would have academic 

backgrounds/post-secondary educations that were more varied and diverse than 

their counterparts who teach children and youth. I suspected that not 

necessitating formal teacher training for individuals working in TESOL in post-

secondary and adult education programs could create a particularly interesting 

dynamic when it comes to how teachers approach teaching and know how to 

teach.   
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 In addition to inviting participants from the teaching staff of each of these 

three ESL Programs, I also contacted a professor in the Faculty of Education 

about forwarding my invitation to her M.Ed students. This professor teaches 

courses that are part of the Graduate Certificate in TESOL, but which can also 

be taken as course requirements for a Masters in Curriculum & Instruction. And, 

because a minimum of two years of teaching experience is an admission 

requirement for graduate students in the Faculty of Education (Curriculum and 

Instruction), these students are teachers too (and, presumably, they are ESL 

teachers or TESOL stakeholders in some capacity).   

 In total, twelve teachers participated in the first stage, or ‘think tank’, of 

this study, and five of the twelve were then interviewed in the second stage to 

form the ‘collective case study’. All of the participants currently reside in 

Saskatchewan, have taught/are teaching in specialized* (i.e., Language 

Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC) or English for Academic Purposes 

(EAP)) ESL programs for adults or are currently pursuing a Master’s Certificate 

in TESOL through the Faculty of Education at the University of Regina.   

3.4 Data generation  

 The ‘think tank’. The purpose of this stage was to facilitate the initial 

gathering of metaphors that ESL teachers in Saskatchewan have about 

language teaching and learning. Therefore, after waiting out my RSVP deadline, 

I replied by email to the group of ESL teachers who had contacted me, now the 

‘think tank’ participants, with the metaphor elicitation worksheet (Figure 1). The 

twelve participants had one week to complete the worksheet and email it back.  
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Figure 1: Metaphor elicitation worksheet 

 

 
 
‘Think Tank’                                (adapted from: de Guerrero & Villamil, 2000)  
 
Please write a metaphor (simile) that represents what it means to you to be an ESL teacher 
in Saskatchewan.  
Within your response, please elaborate so as to identify/account for the following elements:  
learner, teaching process, learning process, school environment, language, and culture. 
 
An ESL teacher is (like)…          
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
            
 
Participant Information 
First Language:     // Other Language(s):      
 
Academic Preparation: Bachelor’s ___, Master’s ___, Doctorate ___, Graduate Student ___; 
Faculty of: ______________ / _____________ / ______________ / ______________ 
 
Teaching Experience (# of years):  in Canada 1-5 ___ / 6-10 ___ / 11-15 ___ / 15+ ___ ;  
        Elsewhere  1-5 ___ / 6-10 ___ / 11-15 ___ / 15+ ___ 
 
Gender:  ___ Female / ___ Male 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For the second stage of my inquiry, I will be interviewing ESL teachers as part of a collective 
case study. Please indicate below if you are interested in participating further. 
   

[  ] Yes, I’m interested. 
   

[  ] No thanks. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING! 
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Adhering to the guidelines for obtaining consent set forth by the Behavioural 

Research Ethics Board (2012), by sending the completed worksheet back to me, 

there was implied consent. (p.7)  

 Although my research questions and sample size do not exactly match 

those of de Guerrero and Villamil (2000), they are aligned with the focus and 

scope of the metaphor elicitation workshops they conducted. As such, my 

worksheet was an adapted version of theirs, within which I asked teachers to 

write a metaphor or simile to represent what it is/means/entails to be an ESL 

teacher in Saskatchewan. Participants were asked to use the prompt – An ESL 

teacher is (like)… – and then to elaborate or extend the metaphor so as to 

identify/account for not only the teacher, but also learners, teaching & learning 

processes, the school environment, language, and culture. As I received the 

email replies, I saved the worksheets electronically and printed a copy for 

analysis. 

 For the purposes of my inquiry, I wanted ‘think tank’ participants to be 

representative of typical cases. Cohen & Crabtree (2006) define typical case 

sampling as “the process of selecting or searching for cases that are not in 

anyway atypical, extreme, deviant or unusual” (np). Sharing a common 

profession or specialty is what tangibly links ESL teachers as a group or 

population; however, based on knowing and observing my peers and colleagues, 

I contend that a typical ESL teacher in Saskatchewan can be more clearly 

identified as someone who: 

- self-identifies TESOL as their vocation.  
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- has completed an undergraduate degree (likely in, though not limited 

to, English literature, linguistics, international studies, or education). 

- may or may not have additional education (i.e., graduate or doctoral 

studies) in-progress or completed. 

- does or does not speak an additional language(s). 

- is or is not a native-speaker of English. 

As such, these were the traits that I considered as constituting typical cases. In 

order to determine whether or not would-be participants were typical cases, in 

this initial stage they were asked to provide some basic personal information, 

including their gender, first and other language(s), academic preparation, and 

years of teaching experience. For quick reference to this information, I created a 

chart (Table 2) that describes the participants and summarizes their exemplar 

metaphors. In sum, of the twelve participants, there were nine women and three 

men. Two identified English as their second or other language, while ten 

identified it as their first language. One participant identified having two first 

languages (English and Ukrainian), and three participants identified themselves 

as being completely monolingual (having no second or other languages).  

My assumption about the varied educational backgrounds of this cohort of 

teachers proved to be true, given that the participants’ undergraduate degrees 

were in Education (four), Arts (six) [majoring in English (4), Linguistics (1), and 

Justice Studies (1)], Fine Arts (one) [majoring in Media Studies], and Science 

(one) [majoring in Agriculture]. Further to this, seven participants have completed 

Master’s degrees: three in Education, three in Arts [majoring in English Literature  
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Table 2: Summary of ‘think tank’ data               *denotes case study participants 

 

 

# L1; L2 Education Teaching 
Experience 

Gender An ESL 
teacher is 

(like)… 
1* English/Ukrainian; 

French 
B.Ed; M.Ed Here: 15+; 

Abroad: 1-5 
F …a bridge. 

2* English; n/a B.A.; M.A. 
(English Lit) 

Here: 6-10 F …a well-loved 
& well-read 
novel. 

3* English; Korean B.A.; M.Ed in 
progress 

Here: 1-5; 
Abroad: 1-5 

F …a key to a 
new life. 

4 English; French B.Sc 
(Agriculture) 

Here: 1-5 M …a guide; 
…a parent; 
…an 
entertainer. 

5 English; n/a B.A.; M.AEd in 
progress 

Here: 6-10; 
Abroad: 1-5 

F …a baseball 
coach. 

6 English; French B.Ed; M.AEd in 
progress 

Here: 11-15 F …a coach. 

7 English; n/a B.A. 
(Linguistics); 
M.TESL 

Here: 6-10 M …a movie 
director. 

8* Spanish; English B.Ed; M.Ed in 
progress  

Here: 1-5; 
Abroad: 6-10 

M …the person 
who works for 
a first-world 
country 
government 
in an 
embassy and 
has to give 
VISAs or not. 

9 English; French/ 
Japanese 

B.A. (English), 
M.A. (Religious 
Studies/English) 

Here: 15+; 
Abroad: 1-5 

F …captain of a 
ship that’s 
part of a fleet. 

10* Mandarin; 
English/  
Japanese 

B.A. (English); 
M.A.; M.Ed in 
progress 

Here: 1-5; 
Abroad: 1-5 

F …a sponge. 

11 English; German M.Ed Here: 15+ F …a liaison in 
a dynamic 
and intense 
world. 

12 English; French B.F.A.; M.Ed; 
M.A. (Sociology) 
in progress 

Here: 6-10 F …a provider 
of puzzle 
pieces. 
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(2) and Religious Studies (1)], and one in TESOL. Five of the participants are 

currently graduate students (M.Ed or M.AEd – 5; M.A. – 1). The participants in 

this study possess a range of teaching experience with regard to amount and 

location. Half have taught English abroad in a foreign-language (EFL) context; 

five taught for one to five years, and one participant for six to ten years. These 

teachers worked in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) programs in countries 

such as France, China, Japan, Korea, and Peru. All of the participants have 

taught English speakers of other languages (ESOLs) in Canada: four for 1-5 

years; four for 6-10 years; one for 11-15 years; and three for over 15 years. 

 The collective case study. In order to address research question 3, I 

needed to focus on specific cases among these typical cases, or “samples within 

samples”, by facilitating a series of semi-structured interviews to elicit 

autobiographical narratives of being a language teacher and learner (Patton, 

2001). Given that quota sampling is often deemed necessary within the research 

design of case studies, I limited the number of participants in this stage to five 

(Merriam, 1988). In order to select specific cases for this stage from within the 

‘think tank’ of typical cases, I used a strategy known as stratified purposeful 

sampling. This strategy involves selecting “particular units or cases that vary 

according to a key dimension” (Patton, 2001) with the understanding “that [if] one 

wants to discover, understand, gain insight; therefore, one needs to select a 

sample from which one can learn the most” (Merriam, 1988, p.48). The variable 

trait that I used to distinguish, or stratify, my inquiry was the first language(s) of 

the ESL teachers.  
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 The collective case study essentially consists of two subgroups: the 

native-English-speaking teachers (NESTs) and the non-native-English-speaking 

teachers (NNESTs). Selecting four participants would have been in keeping with 

other case studies of ESL teachers that have employed both narrative inquiry 

methods and metaphor analysis (Johnson, 1994; Tsui, 2003) and would have 

satisfied the number of participants necessary to constitute a collective case 

study, wherein the focus is to better understand a phenomenon or population by 

way of exploring individual cases and considering similarities and differences 

through cross-case analyses (Stake, 1994). However, from the initial twelve 

participants, I ended up selecting five to follow-up with through one-to-one semi-

structured interviews. All twelve participants were typical cases, had fulfilled the 

‘think tank’ task of creating a metaphor, and had expressed interest and 

willingness to participate further. So, initially I did simply select four for the 

subsequent stage – the two NNESTs (Fernando and Li) followed randomly by 

two NESTs (Joan and Toni). After reflection, I eventually added a fifth participant 

(Mary) to the collective case study, primarily because I viewed her as an outlier. 

The reason being that this particular participant had self-identified as having two 

first languages and, therefore, didn’t fit ‘neatly’ into my subgroupings of NESTs 

and NNESTs. I was intrigued by this variable and was curious how it might 

inform her identity as a language teacher. 

 I contacted Fernando, Li, Joan, Toni, and Mary via email to request a 

meeting with each of them. The semi-structured interviews, which I would liken 

more to conversations, each lasted between 60-90 minutes and took place at 
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various locations around the city as chosen by the participants. I adapted 

interview questions from similar studies conducted by Oxford et al. (1998) and 

Bailey et al. (1996) that were designed to address the four factors that Tsui 

(2003) claims contribute to teacher identity: the apprenticeship of observation; 

teacher training; teaching experience; and personal life experience. The 

interviews were conducted over a four-week period. The participants signed a 

consent form, which I kept, but were given an unsigned copy for their records. I 

recorded and transcribed all of the interviews. Upon completion, I emailed the 

transcripts to the individual participants for review and edits along with a 

transcript release form. Once signed and returned to me, I began data analysis. 

In the next section, I will outline the specific procedures that I used for 

data analysis, and elaborate on how I adapted the strategies and tools of other 

researchers to be more conducive to my research design.  

3.6 Data analysis 

 The ‘think tank’. My approach to this data followed the methodology of 

metaphor analysis, which Cameron and Low (1999) explain as the process of 

“collecting examples of linguistic metaphors used to talk about the topic… 

generalizing from them to the conceptual metaphors they exemplify, and using 

the result to suggest understandings or thought patterns which construct or 

constrain people’s beliefs and actions” (p.88). The linguistic, or exemplar, 

metaphors for this study, then, were those generated through completion of the 

worksheet by the ESL teacher ‘think tank’. As they were received, I divided (and, 

using Post-It flags, colour-coded) the participants’ worksheets into sub-groupings 
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according to how they had self-identified themselves (as a NEST or NNEST). I 

sorted the worksheets again based on each teacher’s willingness to participate 

further (i.e., be interviewed). Once categorized, I determined whether or not each 

willing participant could be considered as a typical case according to the 

aforementioned criteria.  

 Next, I proceeded to sort the metaphors according to their orientation 

using Chen’s (2003) classification system for metaphors about teaching (Table 

3). I used his framework and criteria to sort the teachers’ exemplar metaphors 

into one of five conceptual categories: teaching as (a) art, (b) business, (c) 

science, (d) sharing of power, or (e) personal dynamics. Then, I read through the 

worksheets again and coded the other elements (i.e., teaching and learning 

processes, learners, school environment, and culture) that were accounted for. 

Lastly, I coded the metaphors for similarities and differences based on the 

participants’ personal information – paying particular attention to whether or not 

any parallels or overlaps existed in the metaphors produced by the NEST and 

NNEST subgroups. Lastly, I read the metaphors and created a list of all of the 

verbs that were used in the participants’ descriptions of what teachers do.  

All twelve of the participants from the ‘think tank’ represented typical cases, 

submitted completed worksheets, and were willing to participate further. As a 

result, I was not constrained in selecting the five participants from among the 

‘think tank’ whose metaphors and narratives would be the focus of the collective 

case study. 
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Table 3: ‘Think tank’ metaphors in Chen’s (2003) framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Orientation   
(Teaching as…) 

Criteria ‘Think Tank’ Metaphors 

Art  Focuses on the creative side of 
teaching, including judgment, 
insight, sensitivity to the needs of 
students, and spontaneity in 
response to students’ questions and 
demands – coloured by the unique 
personality traits of each teacher.  

entertainer; movie 
director 

Science Focuses on the rules and principles 
of teaching that make it possible for 
anyone to reproduce the results of 
expert teachers.  

 

Business Focuses on the delivery of 
knowledge, assuming that 
knowledge is a form of commodity 
and that learning and teaching are 
the receiving and delivering 
processes. 

(Li) a sponge 

Power Focuses on the extent to which the 
teacher and the student share power 
in the teaching/learning process. 

(Fernando) issuer of 
Visas; 
(Toni) a key to a new life; 
 
a parent; a guide; a 
coach; a baseball coach; 
a facilitator; captain of a 
ship 

Personal 
Dynamics 

Focuses on the functional dynamics 
of teaching in a teacher’s life. 

(Joan) a novel; 
(Mary) a bridge;  
 
a liaison; a puzzle 
provider 

  (Chen, 2003, p.28) 
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 The collective case study. Given Chen’s (2003) argument that metaphor 

elicitation is a means to “stimulate critical self-reflection in prospective and 

current teachers,” (p.25) I felt that it followed naturally to explore, describe, and 

contextualize the ESL teachers’ metaphors in an attempt to better understand 

why, and from where, they had emerged. Consequently, I approached this data 

as a narrative inquiry. To frame my collective case study, I adopted Clandinin 

and Connelly’s (1987) philosophy that teacher knowledge is a personal-practical 

construct in that “this [kind of] knowledge is ‘personal’ because it is derived from 

a person’s narrative, and it is ‘practical’ because it is aimed at meeting the 

demands of a particular situation” (p.487). Connelly and Clandinin (1995) build a 

strong case for the use of narrative inquiry as a means of exploring (personal-

practical) teacher knowledge by claiming that:  

 Our best understanding of teacher knowledge is a narrative one… 

 teachers know their lives in terms of stories. They live stories, tell stories 

 of those lives, retell  stories with changed possibilities, and relive the 

 changed stories…Their way of being in the classroom is storied: As 

 teachers they are characters in their own stories of teaching, which they 

 author. (p.12) 

As a method of finding particular stories within the teachers’ autobiographical 

narratives, I used a set of semi-structured interview questions that reflected 

Tsui’s (2003) guidelines. She identified four factors that significantly influence 

teacher knowledge, professional identity, and pedagogy: (1) apprenticeship of 

observation; (2) personal life experience; (3) academic background and 
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professional development; and (4) teaching experience. It struck me that, 

arguably then, it would be these factors that would have influenced the 

professional metaphors of the ESL teachers in my study. Thus, exploring these 

four factors became the basis of how I structured the interviews/conversations 

with the participants and, in turn, these were the factors that I used to facilitate a 

cross-case analyses when “unpacking” (interpreting) the participants’ metaphors.  

 The conversations with the participants were truly the highlight of the 

research process, and I found the simple act of listening to the recordings of and 

transcribing the interviews to be a worthwhile form of initial analysis, in terms of 

making connections. As I transcribed the interviews, I kept notes and highlighted 

dialogue that struck me as corresponding to Tsui’s (2003) categories (or, here, 

research question 3), or that overlapped what others had said – whether to echo 

or oppose it. After editing the transcripts according to the participants’ feedback, I 

read through each transcript several more times, highlighting, listing emerging 

themes, and more thoroughly seeking what is shared as represented by and 

between this group of individuals and their stories.  

 In the details of my research design, I have illustrated how this inquiry is 

informed by, and is an extension of, the work of de Guerrero and Villamil (2000; 

2002) and Tsui (2003). The five participants (Joan, Li, Mary, Fernando, and Toni) 

whose metaphors, images, and narratives are the heart of my study were 

selected from within the group of ESL teachers “to highlight how teachers relate 

differently to what would be considered very similar contexts and how knowledge 

can be constituted differently” (Tsui, 2003, p.67). In Chapter 4, I share the 
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findings of the inquiry. I more thoroughly introduce the five ESL teachers, share 

their metaphors, and discuss my understanding and interpretation of what has 

emerged.  
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CHAPTER 4: Findings, Analysis and Discussion 

We are not what we know but what we are willing to learn. (Bateson, 2012)  

 In the previous chapter, I explained the methodology of this inquiry, 

including the tools I used and the procedures I followed to recruit and select 

participants, as well as to collect and analyze the data. In this chapter, I provide 

an in-depth description of the participants and a two-fold interpretation of their 

metaphors. Throughout the chapter I highlight the points of intersection and 

divergence within the metaphors, and narratives, of the five ESL teachers who 

participated in both stages of my inquiry. 

4.1 The collective case study: The face of the ‘think tank’ 

 I was very fortunate in my research to have encountered and engaged a 

group of individuals who embraced the opportunity to reflect on their identity and 

knowledge as ESL teachers. The exemplar metaphors that the participants wrote 

in response to the prompt, An ESL teacher is (like)…, are representations of 

professional identity. However, they are more than that. In essence, the 

metaphors are autobiographical; they are projections of the lives and lived 

experiences of their authors. Thus, with the understanding that these metaphors 

are like shadows, just as I am tied to my own, I felt that I couldn’t truly separate 

them (as data) from their source. As such, before delving into the metaphors, 

and an interpretation of what they reveal conceptually and experientially, I will 

introduce the face of the ‘think tank’ – the five participants, who shared even 

more by elaborating on their metaphors in individual interviews. 1 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 As a measure of ensuring confidentiality, all of the participants’ names have been changed. 
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 Joan. My first interview was with Joan, who I sensed felt somewhat 

surprised that I wanted to talk more with her about her metaphor. Joan wrote that 

an ESL teacher is (like) a well-loved and well-read novel; preferably one which 

has social-conscious issues within it.  At first, I thought her surprise might 

actually be apprehension about her metaphor, but I soon realized that it had less 

to do with the metaphor she had created, and more with how its creation was 

causing her to come to terms with the reality that she had become a teacher. 

This surfaced within the first few minutes of sitting down when, upon asking Joan 

about creating her metaphor, she explained, “So, when I had to figure out…why 

am I a teacher? I actually just started laughing because I didn’t know. I couldn’t 

answer that…I never actually say that I’m a teacher; I say that I’m an instructor. I 

make a distinction there, where others don’t.” I found this distinction fascinating, 

and later wondered if it had something to do with her written description of 

having “a picture of a leather-bound novel in my head, although I do not own 

such a thing.” Her image/projection of the novel, much like her image of teacher, 

was not something that so much belonged to her as it did to others. Joan 

elaborated that she, “fell into this job, pretty much literally.” It had been her love 

of literature that both propelled her toward the Faculty of Arts, where she 

completed undergraduate and graduate degrees in English literature, and into an 

ESL classroom. Evidently, it is also what informed her metaphor. And, although 

she seems unconvinced that teaching is her true calling, Joan told me that she 

enjoys being in the classroom and feels that even if she isn’t “saving the world 

teaching English,” she is doing something meaningful.  
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 Li. My second interview was with Li. Li was the only participant who was 

not already known to me, and I was intrigued by her metaphor that an ESL 

teacher is (like) a sponge. I learned that, similarly to Joan, Li’s path to becoming 

a teacher has evolved, somewhat unexpectedly, from her love of English 

literature. Li was shaking her head and laughing when she said, “In my 

undergrad study, I would think [and] I would tell everybody that I could do 

everything except be a teacher in the future…but I gradually found out that 

teaching was not that bad.” Initially, teaching enabled her to extend her stay at 

college. It provided her the opportunity to gain some work experience and to 

further her own education. More importantly, it bought her some time as she 

waited for “more romantic” work as a translator. However, the job that was simply 

intended to fill her time, actually fulfilled her – and, in teaching, she claims to 

have discovered her life’s work. As I listened to Li talk about coming to Canada 

to teach and pursue her PhD, I was struck by how fluidly she moved between 

talking about herself as an ESL teacher and as a second language (L2) learner 

of English. Seeing how each informed the other helped me to understand why 

her metaphor, unlike any of the others, did not differentiate the roles of teacher 

and learner, but instead characterized them in the same way.  

 Mary. My next meeting was with Mary. As she took off her coat and sat 

down, I reread her metaphor. Mary had written an ESL teacher is (like) a bridge 

between languages and cultures which enables an ongoing two-way access, 

from the known to the unknown, the familiar to the unfamiliar, and the tangible to 

the less tangible. I commented to her that although she was not the only teacher 
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who had self-identified as being multilingual, it was unique that she identified 

English as one of her two first languages. She explained this to me by saying, 

“We spoke Ukrainian at home, so I grew up speaking Ukrainian, but my parents 

moved to a Francophone community in Saskatchewan, so then I went to 

school… and I was learning French and English simultaneously.” Interestingly, 

she told me that this was not a concern for her parents who were multilingual 

themselves. Mary simply shrugged and, with what may have been a modest 

attempt to dismiss my curiosity, said, “Language learning is…normal in my 

family.” So too, it turns out, is teaching. Thus, unlike Joan and Li, Mary 

deliberately pursued teaching. She recounted, “I’ve always been a teacher, I 

think…I’ve always thought about teaching, but then when it came time to decide, 

I just took the point of least resistance…I’ll teach. I can speak English and 

French, [so] there must be a job there for me somewhere.” Here, in the 

interconnectedness of her teaching and learning, I noticed a similarity to Li. 

Furthermore, I could see the parallel of how becoming/being multilingual has 

enabled Mary to cross similar bridges to the ones her students now navigate.  

 Fernando. A few days later, questions were racing through my mind as I 

waited for Fernando to arrive. He had written that an ESL teacher is (like) the 

person who works for a first-world country government in an embassy and has to 

give Visas or not. Fernando, like Li, learned English as a second language, and I 

knew that he had recently moved to Canada from a Global South country and 

had been an ESL teacher for more than ten years. However, I had no idea that 

his ambition had not been to teach, but rather to become a dentist. Fernando 
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explained how having been deterred by the cost of dental school, he began to 

study and tutor English as “something to do in the meantime”. He told me that 

being a teacher ultimately resulted from his own desire to learn. He would borrow 

his friends’ books to study at night, and then “the next day, they would call and I 

would explain to them the grammar.” Word got around and soon Fernando had 

“people knocking on the door…offering to pay [him] for that.” “Then,” as he 

explained, “one thing led to the other and I was offered a grant to pay for my 

university studies as long as I would…continue teaching English for them.” So, 

although teaching wasn’t the golden ticket he had been seeking, “it was one of 

the best things that happened to me.” Since relocating to Saskatchewan, 

Fernando’s experiences of teaching ESL and being a graduate student have led 

him to reassess and renegotiate these overlapping realities, as have others’ 

perceptions of him as a user, owner, and learner of English. This certainly had 

something to do with why he deliberately tried to find a metaphor that would not 

be “familiar for most native-speakers of English who live in a first-world country.”  

 Toni. My last interview was a few weeks later with Toni. She is the only 

native-English-speaking teacher (NEST) to have taught English extensively in a 

foreign-language context. I gained insight into Toni’s metaphor – an ESL teacher 

is (like) a key to a new life – when I learned that what was to be a one-year stint 

teaching English in Korea, has evolved into more than seven years of continued 

work with English speakers of other languages (ESOLs). Like Fernando, she 

acknowledges that the responsibility of an ESL teacher to her students “is not 

just to teach them English…but to open up an opportunity for them to have a life 
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here.” She explained a very simple way that she has done this since returning to 

Saskatchewan. “I invite them to my house…[because] I know what it’s like to 

move to a new country and [be] a foreigner… and that word is quite powerful – 

like, you don’t belong…so, I really loved when people invited me to their house in 

Korea. I felt like part of the community, and that was really a positive experience, 

so I want to do that for my students.” Toni emphasized to me how important it is 

for students to know that their teacher understands. Creating these bonds and 

discovering her passion for teaching is ultimately what led her away from an 

earlier ambition of being a police officer toward the graduate degree in Adult 

Education that she’s currently pursuing.   

4.2 The metaphors 

 Eliciting metaphors is, as Berci (2007) found, “a catalyst for making 

implicit teacher self-knowledge explicit” (p.66). The metaphors that Joan, Li, 

Mary, Fernando, and Toni created in the ‘think tank’ are essentially, as Mary put 

it, “like concentrated orange juice [because when] you take the water out, there it 

is…there’s the nugget of what’s important to you.” It is in this way that I view the 

teachers’ metaphors as not only having initiated the conversation of my inquiry, 

but also being central to it. As such, to contextualize the metaphors that so far I 

have only named, next I will share more of what the metaphors entailed.   

 Based on an understanding that what it is to be an ESL teacher (teacher 

identity) is inherently connected to the personal-practical knowledge that 

comprises what ESL teachers do, I looked closely at all of the verbs that Joan, 

Li, Mary, Fernando, and Toni had used to extend their metaphors. Collectively, 
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what this revealed is that to teach is to “assess”, “monitor”, “facilitate”, “guide”, 

“watch”, “relate”, “learn”, “challenge”, “support”, “scaffold”, “motivate”, “model”, 

“encourage”, “share”, “give hints”, “assist”, “lead”, “fulfill or crash dreams”, 

“prepare”, “adapt”, “adjust”, “output”, “direct”, “provide”, “reflect”, “question”, 

“help”, and “respect”. Further, Joan and Toni both noted that to teach is “not to 

give answers”.  

 In addition to detailing the teacher and teaching process, in keeping with 

other metaphor elicitations conducted with ESL teachers (de Guerrero & Villamil, 

2000; 2002; Zapata & Lacorte, 2007; Leavy, McSorley, & Bote, 2006), 

participants were asked to elaborate within their metaphors to account for 

learners and the learning process, the school environment, and language and 

culture. The extent to which these elements were addressed varied among 

metaphors and, in fact, Li was the only one who extended her metaphor, using 

an ‘if…then’ pattern, to incorporate all of them. The fact that the participants did 

not consistently, or thoroughly, attend to all of the additional elements in their 

metaphors may have resulted because of the way the metaphors were elicited. 

The worksheet was formatted with an open-ended statement focusing on the 

ESL teacher; leaving the other elements to be linked in a secondary sort of way. 

Even so, it is significant how, and within which metaphors, these elements 

surfaced.  

 According to the ‘think tank’ metaphors, ESL teachers expect learners’ 

motivation, learning outcomes, and definitions/measures of success to vary. 

Within their metaphors, Joan, Li, Mary, Fernando, and Toni wrote that language 
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learning requires learners (ESOLs) to “travel”/“work with others”, “follow”, “lead”, 

“come to [their own] conclusions”, “explore”, “express ideas”, “engage 

[themselves]”, “navigate”, “absorb”, “trust [themselves]”, “discover”, and “make 

mistakes”. From this list, I noticed a sense of movement, almost like a scavenger 

hunt, toward a destination. Naming these particular (inter-)actions, attitudes, and 

negotiations appeared to be a nod toward their own experiences as language 

learners – an acknowledgment of understanding first-hand that although the 

learning process can be “participatory”, “interactive”, and “reciprocal”, it is 

likewise “tough” and “underpinned by danger and fear”.   

 The ‘think tank’ generally projected a very cohesive view of what 

conditions or climate are needed to support second language (L2) learners in the 

process of learning English. An ESL classroom should be “safe”, “comfortable”, 

“respectful”, and “accepting”. Fernando contends that it has the potential to be a 

transformative place where “dreams are fulfilled”. However, Li comments that 

because of power dynamics that “are/remain unseen, implicit, and unconscious”, 

the classroom can just as easily be “a box that shapes and conforms” those 

inside. Fernando concurs, when he states, “it can also be the opposite…[a place 

where dreams are] crashed.” It seems very possible that Li and Fernando may 

be drawing on their parallel experiences as English language learners in writing 

these descriptions. If so, it would be in keeping with Nikitina and Furuoka’s 

(2008) conceptual analysis of ESL students’ metaphors of language teachers, in 

which they found that students were acutely aware of “asymmetrical” power 

dynamics and structures in the language classroom. 
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 If, as White and Smith (1994) contend, “the heart of an English teacher’s 

construction of reality is her perspective on language” (p.161), then it is of 

interest to note the variety of ways that English, the target language, was 

represented across the participants’ metaphors. Mary characterized it as a 

destination (“an unknown place”), Joan as an activity (“a story”) and Li and 

Fernando as a life-changing commodity (“water” and “a golden ticket/VISA”). 

Culture was the element that was most often unaccounted for in the ESL 

teachers’ metaphors. Interestingly this is also, according to Palfreyman (2005), 

typically the site of cultural Othering and the defining factor in “us-them” 

constructs in TESOL. Only Mary and Li explicitly addressed culture in their 

metaphors. Mary identified culture in the same way as language, naming it as 

“an unknown place”. Conversely, Li represented it as being akin to the school or 

classroom in that it is a place, but more specifically “a box that changes the 

shape” of English speakers of other languages (ESOLs).  

 These metaphorical entailments are significant because collectively they 

situate the teachers’ identities by revealing the tensions, interactions, and 

variable elements of their experience that “establish [them] as individuals…while 

at the same time, establish [them] solidly within the community of teachers as 

they convey to one another the recognizable, the familiar, the everyday” 

(Sperling, 1994, p.154). Previously, in Chapter 3, I outlined the traits of a “typical” 

ESL teacher. Although Joan, Li, Mary, Fernando, and Toni all fit this description, 

what I find most interesting is that what collectively constitutes being typical is 

found in-between the individual, unique, and personal stories and metaphors that 
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each shared. Having just looked at the metaphors as specific examples, in order 

to conjure a more collective voice, and to draw on the “in-between”, I will now 

refocus on the more general conceptual orientations that the metaphors share. 

4.3 A conceptual interpretation 

 Initially, to address my first two research questions, I looked to Chen’s 

(2003) framework as a means of interpreting how Joan, Li, Mary, Fernando, and 

Toni, as ESL teachers, conceptualize their professional identity and knowledge. I 

noticed that many of the studies that have employed metaphor analysis worked 

from a bottom-up (inductive) perspective, in that conceptual categories were 

derived from the metaphors that were generated. This was the case in the three 

studies depicted by Saban (2010), represented in Table 1 (page 26).  

 However, given that this is the first time I have engaged in metaphor 

analysis, and because reading and interpreting the metaphors was not a 

collaborative effort, but something I did on my own, I felt more comfortable 

working instead with a top-down (deductive) model. Also, because Chen’s (2003) 

framework was developed intentionally for the purpose of classifying metaphors 

about teaching, its five conceptual categories reflected “an extensive review of 

related literature… [and] were derived from a variety of sources” (p.25). 

Therefore, I determined that it would serve as a suitable model for my inquiry. 

Ultimately, though, I discovered that while this framework allowed me to classify 

the metaphors into conceptual categories, it also provided insight as to why this 

was not the path taken by other researchers. I quickly came to see the limitations 

and tension of trying to make the ESL teachers’ metaphors fit into a 
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predetermined framework. By attempting to fit each of the exemplar metaphors 

into just one conceptual category, I became aware of how they overlapped and 

intersected with each other. I also found that sometimes a metaphor itself and its 

description or entailments contradicted each other in terms of the descriptors set 

forth by the framework. Notwithstanding the conceptual framework, this finding is 

consistent with that of Zapata and Lacorte (2007) who discovered that, “a single 

metaphor can contain tautologies, inconsistencies, and juxtapositions of 

contrasting facts. Likewise, individuals may employ contradictory images in a 

single explanation… [because there are] many different forces and pressures at 

work” (p.45). Nevertheless, this framework sufficed for anchoring the metaphors 

in a tangible way so as to facilitate a conceptual analysis. As a point of 

reference, then, Table 4 is an amended version of Saban’s (2010) chart of 

comparative conceptualizations of teacher identity (Table 1, page 23) that 

includes my data (‘think tank’ metaphors) as categorized within Chen’s 

orientational framework (Table 3, page 40).  Furthermore, in the following 

sections, I describe and link the metaphors (ESL teacher as a novel, a sponge, a 

bridge, an issuer of Visas, and a key to a new life) conceptually. Chen’s (2003) 

framework has five orientations, teaching as: art, science, business, power, or 

personal dynamics; however, I interpreted the five ‘think tank’ metaphors as all 

fitting within the latter three of these categories. Nevertheless, I discuss each 

category as some themes emerged that blur the categorical lines but, in turn, 

capture more completely, and lead to a more holistic understanding of, the data. 
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Table 4: Conceptual categories of ESL teachers’ metaphors revisited  

  

Oxford et al. 
(1998) 

de Guerrero & 
Villamil (2002) 

Saban et al.  
(2007) 

Chen  
(2003) 

SOCIAL ORDER 
[manufacturer, 
competitor, hanging 
judge, doctor, mind-
and-behaviour 
controller] 
 

ARTIST  
[potter] 
REPAIRER  
[mechanic of the mind] 
GYM INSTRUCTOR  
[person starting an 
aerobics class] 

MOLDER/ 
CRAFTSPERSON  
[architect, baker, carpenter, 
constructor, contractor, 
cook, honeybee, 
ironworker, jeweler, mill, 
miner, painter, potter, 
sculptor, tailor, technician, 
weaver] 
CURER/ REPAIRER  
[doctor, mechanic, 
medicine] 
SUPERIOR AUTHORITY 
FIGURE  
[brain, locomotive, 
shepherd, ship captain] 

ART 

CULTURAL 
TRANSMISSION 
[conduit, repeater] 

PROVIDER OF 
KNOWLEDGE  
[moon, wire in a thick 
wall, television set, sun, 
missile, tree full of 
apples] 

KNOWLEDGE PROVIDER  
[book, candle, computer, 
flower, fountain, jug, light, 
pen, rain, shopkeeper, 
spring, sun, television, 
tree/fruit tree, writer/poet] 

SCIENCE 
BUSINESS 
[sponge] 

LEARNER-
CENTRED GROWTH  
[nurturer, lover or 
spouse, scaffolder, 
entertainer, delegator] 

NURTURER  
[bee, busy bee, Mother 
Nature, gardener] 
PROVIDER OF TOOLS  
[tool carrier] 

NURTURER/ 
CULTIVATOR [chameleon, 
farmer, gardener, soil] 
FACILITATOR/ 
SCAFFOLDER  
[bridge, compass, 
flashlight, ladder, 
lighthouse, North Star, 
road map, taxi driver, torch, 
traffic signs] 
ENTERTAINER  
[actor/actress, stand-up 
comedian] 
COUNSELOR  
[companion, psychologist, 
friend, parent] 

PERSONAL 
DYNAMICS 
[novel, bridge] 

SOCIAL REFORM  
[acceptor, learning 
partner] 

CHALLENGER  
[snag in the river, window 
to the world, bullfighter, 
lion tamer, gateway to 
the future] 
COOPERATIVE 
LEADER  
[coach/little league 
coach, trail guide, 
movie/theatre director, 
instrument of God, 
symphony director] 
INNOVATOR  
[explorer, convertible car] 

CHANGE AGENT  
[fashion designer, 
scriptwriter] 
COOPERATIVE/ 
DEMOCRATIC  
LEADER  
[coach, conductor, tour 
guide] 
 
 
 
                                                     

POWER 
[issuer of Visas, key 
to a new life] 
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To me, this speaks to Chen’s (2003) acknowledgement that teachers are 

chameleons that can shift from one orientation (metaphor) to another depending 

on their circumstances because there is not one superior metaphor, nor one that 

can exist in isolation from the others (p.30).  

 Teaching as art. Although I determined that none of the metaphors fit 

within this category, it is not necessarily a reflection that teaching ESL is not “a 

unique experience of creativity and imagination” (Chen, 2003, p.27). Mary and 

Toni’s metaphors attend somewhat to the emotional nature of teaching and the 

need for the teacher to be both insightful and spontaneous. Additionally, a theme 

that surfaced in most of the metaphors, which I believe relates to this orientation, 

is one of student engagement and participation. Danahy (1986) contends that 

how teacher-learner interactions are embodied within metaphors – by way of 

attributing either human or non-human characteristics to them – is telling. It is 

interesting to note that in all five metaphors, ESOLs are characterized as 

“human”, but in only one of the five is the teacher “human”. This is significant 

because it reveals a move away from traditionalist perspectives (i.e., of learners 

as “non-human” or otherwise passive) and the teachers’ understanding that 

learning and teaching are intertwined and, in many ways, reciprocal processes.  

 Teaching as science. As far as I could tell, none of the metaphors fit 

clearly into this category because none paid particular attention to the “rules and 

principles that make it possible for anyone to reproduce the results of expert 

teachers” (Chen, 2003, p.28). In combination this description and the empty 

category resonated with me because of my understanding that teacher 
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knowledge arises from our experiences, both in and outside of classrooms. With 

public perception of teaching arguably being one in which teachers do not 

possess any specialized knowledge and, in TESOL, the fact that the practice of 

hiring teachers can be based on the “credential” of being a native-speaker as 

opposed to actual teaching experience or training, my interpretation of this empty 

category is that, perhaps, the ‘think tank’ is disassociating themselves with this 

notion. Notably though, one of Chen’s descriptors is that the ‘teaching as 

science’ orientation “emphasizes replication and inheritance of the legacy of past 

generations of teachers” (p.28). To me, this illuminates one of the contributing 

factors in the construction of teacher identity and personal-practical knowledge – 

experience; and here, more specifically, experience in the classroom or one’s 

apprenticeship of observation. I will revisit this point when addressing the 

interview data because although it may not have been explicit in the metaphors 

themselves, or in how identity and knowledge are conceptualized, it is arguably 

much more apparent in why these metaphors were chosen. 

 Teaching as business. I regard Li’s metaphor, ESL teacher as sponge, as 

fitting into this category because of its focus on the teacher’s “inherent 

knowledge of what students’ needs are and how to satisfy them” (Chen, 2003, 

p.28). Conceptually, it is similar to the metaphors in de Guerrero and Villamil’s 

(2000; 2002) study that positioned the teacher as a “provider of knowledge”. The 

ESL teacher as sponge metaphor reveals a transfer of knowledge that is 

characterized by the teacher delivering/“supplanting” knowledge (“water”) and 

the students receiving or “absorbing” it. The sponge brought to mind the conduit 
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metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980) in that it seems to be based on a 

transmission model of input and output; however, within its description, it also 

was clearly linked to Vygotsky’s notion of the zone of proximal development (i+1 

model). This is evidenced in Li’s description that teachers need to know their 

own strength insofar as to avoid “overwhelming the learners by squeezing too 

much”.  

 Although I only found Li’s metaphor to categorically “fit” within this 

orientation, the notion of “teaching as business” invokes language as commodity 

imagery. The resulting “give/take” or “have/have not” (i.e., deficient learner) 

theme seems to overlap and perhaps be more aptly tied to the “teaching as 

power” orientation, which I will discuss next. Either way, it is a theme that is 

represented and reinforced in many of the ‘think tank’ metaphors. Interestingly, it 

is the two nonnative-English-speaking teachers’ metaphors, Li’s ESL teacher as 

sponge and Fernando’s issuer of Visas, which capture the power differential in 

the most vital, or life-altering, sense in that teachers’ knowledge, or in essence 

what they have to give, is “water” and “a VISA – a golden ticket”. This speaks to 

Pavlenko’s (2003) finding in a study of graduate student/teachers’ 

autobiographies that “not all of the students engaged with the NS [native 

speaker]/NNS [nonnative speaker] dichotomy…[though] it is not surprising that 

the dichotomy engaged many more international students than American 

students…[because] for them it had tremendous personal relevance” (p.256).  

 Teaching as power. Chen (2003) denotes this orientation as reflecting the 

extent to which a metaphor concerns itself with the sharing or negotiation of 
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power between the teacher and learner(s) (p.28). I only placed two of the 

exemplar metaphors into this category: Toni’s key to a new life and Fernando’s 

issuer of Visas. As “a transformative agent in the students’ learning process,” 

(p.346) and perhaps in their life, Toni and Fernando’s conceptualizations of the 

teacher’s role overlap with the teacher as “challenger or agent of change” 

metaphors in de Guerrero and Villamil’s (2000) study. Despite only listing two, all 

of the metaphors arguably fit here in some capacity. My reasoning is that the 

tension or negotiation of power between teachers and learners are deeply 

embedded (i.e., language as commodity; Bourdieu’s (1991) conceptualization of 

language as cultural capital) (as cited in Pennycook, 1999, p.330), and are 

always present. Even if they remain, as Li noted, “unseen, implicit and 

unconscious”, these power dynamics exist and are multi-faceted, stemming from 

beliefs about who is a legitimate user and owner of English as discussed in 

Chapters 1 and 2. Pavlenko (2003) elaborates on this, and ultimately on the 

dichotomy of native-speakerism, in noting that the aforementioned “personal 

relevance” for NNESTs comes from having “their competence and professional 

legitimacy as EFL and ESL teachers… oftentimes challenged by colleagues and 

students alike” (p.256).  

 Themes of power, agency, and autonomy were acknowledged and 

reconciled in interesting ways within the metaphors. Whereas, Li and Fernando 

attributed power as belonging to the teacher, in that he or she is the one who can 

“empower”, “provide”, and “give”, in the native-English-speaking teachers’ 

metaphors it emerged differently. The alternate view is still one in which the 
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teacher may “have” and learners (ESOLs) “have not”; however, here it is not up 

to teachers to “give”, but rather it is students’ responsibility to “take”. This attempt 

at shifting or displacing the power differential is evident in Joan’s novel and 

Toni’s key to a new life metaphors. In both this idea is, at least in part, 

characterized by way of saying that ESL teachers “should not be answer vending 

machines” because if learners are simply “given the answers…they have not 

learned the skills to really learn and think.” Both of these metaphors also 

construct and position the ESL teacher as being “non-human”, which I interpret 

as a further indication of seeking to balance/offset/recreate/redistribute/eliminate 

the power dynamics and perpetuation of “gatekeeping” and native-speakerism 

that exist in TESOL. This finding is in contrast to that of de Guerrero and Villamil 

(2000) who found ESL teachers metaphors to generally reveal “some lingering 

beliefs in the learner as somehow defective, resistant, or problematic…, which 

derives models of the L2 [second language] learner from models of an idealized 

native speaker” (p.349).  

 Mary’s metaphor, the ESL teacher as a bridge, similarly brings to mind the 

teacher being a tool for language learners to use. Like the novel and the key, the 

bridge is something, “non-human”, that affords them “ongoing two-way access”. 

Interestingly, Li’s metaphor (ESL teacher as sponge) also characterizes the 

teacher as “non-human”. So, although it does not reflect the notion of learner 

autonomy in the same way, it does similarly hint at the reciprocity involved in 

teaching and learning.   
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 Teaching as personal dynamics. Chen (2003) explains that to fit within 

this orientation, metaphors would characterize teaching as a complex process, 

but also as an activity that occurs amidst many other activities in the lives of 

teachers (p.29). Conceptually, Joan and Mary’s metaphors of an ESL teacher, as 

a novel and a bridge respectively, both fit Chen’s ‘teaching as personal 

dynamics’ orientation. It seems to me that this orientation is underscored by a 

bigger theme though, and one that finds common ground between all of the 

‘think tank’ metaphors. This being the understanding that teaching English to 

speakers of other languages (TESOL) is about much more than language. It is 

“not about just a grade”, but about “connections”, “interactions”, and “lives”. It has 

the potential to be a transformative process for everyone involved. 

 Exploring the teachers’ metaphors conceptually has provided insight into 

how they construct their professional identities. I move now to address my third 

research question, to consider why these are the metaphors that the teachers 

chose.  

4.4 An experiential interpretation 

 Informed by the work of Lakoff and Johnson (1980), which illustrates that 

structural metaphors are experientially grounded, and similarly by the Narrative 

Inquiry work of Jean Clandinin and Michael Connelly, which establishes the 

personal-practical knowledge of teachers, I understand the tentative nature of 

the ‘think tank’ metaphors that emerged. They are snapshots of the evolving 

identities and realities of the teachers who created them. As “experiential 

images, [they]…have an historical character, both in their origin and in their 
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reconstruction of past experiences, to meet the demands of a particular situation. 

But…also have a future character” (Clandinin, 1985, p.375). As teachers and 

learners, then, Joan, Li, Mary, Fernando, and Toni have lived or are living their 

respective metaphors. I explore this further in the following section. Using Tsui’s 

(2003) framework to facilitate a cross-case analyses, I address my third and final 

research question by seeking why or from where these five metaphors about 

ESL teachers and teaching may have materialized.  

 The apprenticeship of observation. Common to all of the teachers’ 

experiences is having walked in “student shoes”. All of the teachers completed 

undergraduate degrees – two in Education (Mary and Fernando), two in Arts, 

majoring in English (Joan and Li) and one in Justice Studies (Toni). Three have 

completed graduate degrees (Joan, Li, and Mary), and three are currently 

studying (Li, Toni, and Fernando). All have experienced language learning in a 

school environment.  

 As such, individually and collectively, the time the participants have spent 

in classrooms, in the role of learners, has been great. All have found the learning 

environment to be a place that they liked, belonged and, usually, were 

successful.  Mary, Toni, and Li all spoke of having never really left the 

classroom, and acknowledged that this was a direct result of their commitment to 

being “lifelong learners”. However, that is not to say that they’ve always felt 

engaged at school. Joan shared her frustration as a post-secondary student of 

“just wanting to be taught” and Mary spoke of at times being “very bored in 

classrooms”. Their dissatisfaction as learners arose as a result of their learning 
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styles. It seems to me that these learning styles and, further, knowing how they 

would like to have been taught, colours their respective teaching styles and 

strategies, not to mention their metaphors.   

 During my conversation with Joan, she described herself in terms of being 

“a deconstructionist…and more of a skills-based instructor.” I found it of 

particular interest that Joan sees (and makes) a clear distinction between being 

a teacher and being an instructor, and that she will never actually refer to herself 

as the former. She said, “I [also] think ‘teacher’ brings forth that idea that I’m here 

to give knowledge and…I fundamentally don’t like that idea of someone being 

here to give me knowledge because, number one, who are they to give me 

knowledge? I think it’s our job to…provide opportunities for people to explore 

their own thoughts and sort of be more of a facilitator and less of a dictator.” 

Interestingly, then, student Joan “just wanting to be taught” did not equate to her 

just wanting to be given the answers. Likewise, in her metaphor, and presumably 

in her teaching, she doesn’t give them, noting that ESOLs “should never be 

given ‘the answers’”. The ESL teacher as a well-read and well-loved novel 

metaphor seems to capture that, as it is with literature, there are no absolute 

truths in language learning. And, because regardless of learners’ interpretations, 

which will be subjective and temporary anyway, it is the act of reading, and of 

having and using this skill, that is truly important.  

 Mary explained that as a student, she “always wanted more hands-on and 

more interaction”. She commented that now, as a teacher, what she finds most 

challenging about her work is “the constant thought and constant assessment 
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of…what is best for this student or that”. She looks for ways to reach her 

students by recognizing that they too may “need more visual,…more hands-

on,…more interaction…[but] in a different way.” She has found that integrating 

technology has made students “more engaged” and has allowed them to “feel 

lots of ownership” in their learning as both process and product. Mary’s bridge 

metaphor seems, then, to reflect how her thoughts and (inter-) actions connect 

her identity and role as learner to that as teacher and may, in fact, enable her 

“not to teach the way [she] was taught”.  

 Eventually all of our conversations turned toward the participants’ 

teachers who were most memorable or who had had the greatest impact on 

them, and all five participants spoke first of the teachers who they had disliked or 

didn’t want to be or teach like. Interestingly, although they could recall the 

teachers’ names and the subjects that they taught, exact details about why they 

disliked them were seemingly unclear, or at least were not articulated. 

Nevertheless, when I commented to Fernando that it’s interesting that our 

memories work this way, he reasoned that this remembering shows that, in fact, 

“every teacher has something to offer their students”.  

 The participants did speak of the teachers that had reached them, too – 

those who have served as mentors and who they try to apprentice themselves 

after. Joan recalled that in university, “One instructor was absolutely fabulous 

[because] she never, ever gave her opinion. She would challenge you on things, 

but she would never say ‘you’re wrong’.” Fernando and Toni both shared that 

knowing their teachers believed in them and saw their potential was a major 
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source of motivation. Toni noted that, “The teachers I really appreciated were the 

ones that pushed or challenged me.” Later, she commented that, “Tough 

teachers were what I needed”, which may offer insight into why when teaching 

an ESL class, if she sees “students that are really safe, I want to push them out 

of the box” and why she “gives them (ESOLs) more credit for taking a risk.” Li 

told me that the kind of teacher she likes is one “who can always let me feel that 

I can learn a lot from him.” Aspiring to be this for her students has led her to 

further her own education. Her metaphor, ESL teacher as sponge, addresses 

this point in a unique way, given that both the teacher and the learner are 

sponges. Therefore, because both are capable of “output” and in need of “input”, 

there is reflexivity, or perhaps symmetry, in the processes of teaching and 

learning. 

 In speaking of their own teachers, I found as Bailey et al. (1996) did that 

an “important part of the autobiography was recognizing that both ‘good’ and 

‘bad’ teaching models were evident in our histories” (p.14). I noted that there was 

an aha moment in the experience of being students – the moment when they 

realized that their teachers were people too. I find it interesting that this point 

came up within all of the interviews, yet it was evidenced in only one of the 

metaphors. Fernando commented that when his students “see that [he’s] human 

too, even though [he’s] their teacher, that helps them.” Toni spoke of this 

realization in terms of her feelings shifting from being “very intimidated of them 

(teachers) and putting them on a very high pedestal” to feeling that she shared 

common ground and could connect with them. The acknowledgment that we, as 
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teachers and learners, are all people, accentuates an underlying personal 

dynamics orientation in Fernando and Toni’s metaphors.  

 Connection is a significant theme in Toni’s metaphor because, as she 

explained, “by being the first point of contact” for learners, an ESL teacher is, in 

essence, their key to a new life. The image of connection is inherent to Mary’s 

bridge metaphor as well. This, perhaps, isn’t surprising given Sperling’s (1994) 

argument that two themes generally prevail in metaphors about teaching: the 

conceptualization of teaching as battle or contest, or as connection. However, in 

this way Toni’s metaphor is unique in the way that she reconciles “challenging” 

and “connecting” with language learners.  

 All of the participants have studied an additional language, though with, 

self-described, varying degrees of success. Two of the native-English-speaking 

teachers, Joan and Toni, described their early school-based experiences of 

learning French as being “horrible” and “terrible” respectively. Perhaps because 

they were never really invested in learning French anyway, it doesn’t come as a 

surprise that both have since abandoned it. Whereas Toni has not let this 

experience deter her from language learning, and is now studying Korean, Joan 

is the only participant that describes herself as monolingual. This experience 

infiltrates Joan’s teaching because when she sees students struggling, she 

remembers herself “struggling, being frustrated, being unhappy that [she] 

couldn’t pass yet knowing that [she] understood.” This knowing, this common 

ground, is revealed in Li’s sentiment that rarely can anything be “put off as a 

student problem and not a teaching problem…it is both.” 
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 Teacher training and teaching experience. Teacher training, as a form of 

schooling, arguably fits within the apprenticeship of observation. However, 

through my interviews, I noticed that (not) having formalized teacher training (i.e., 

a Bachelor of Education degree) surfaced in an interesting way in terms of the 

teachers’ professional identities. Save for the one-week, $1000-training course 

that Toni took prior to leaving for Korea, neither Toni nor Li had formal training as 

teachers when they began teaching English. In vividly recalling their first days of 

teaching, they similarly revealed a gap that can exist between one’s role and 

identity as a teacher. Toni remembered having “no idea what she was [doing]” 

and Li recalled that she “suddenly found that [she] didn’t know how to teach.” 

She elaborated on this by drawing on her metaphor, “…like the sponge has no 

water in it…I had not enough input, so I didn’t know how to output for my 

students.” Interestingly, although teaching experience is what led both teachers 

to pursue formalized teacher training (Education degrees), in doing so what they 

were actually seeking differs substantially. Whereas Toni, who has grown “more 

confident” in the classroom, is simply “marrying her education with her 

experience”, Li, who “deem[s] [herself] not that confident”, wants to acquire 

“more knowledge in [her] area.” Their views of the benefit of teacher training fits 

with their respective metaphors, in that for Li it may afford her the knowledge of 

how to squeeze the sponge and for Toni it is a key to new career possibilities.  

 Mary and Fernando, on the other hand, both have formal teacher training. 

They neither expressed lacking confidence or feeling uncertain, nor did they offer 

any indication that they had acquired a specialized skill set through their teacher 
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training. I became even more intrigued by how teacher training was perceived 

by, and contributed to, identity as an ESL teacher when I looked between the 

stories Mary and Joan shared while discussing their metaphors. Mary and Joan 

both completed graduate degrees. Both told me that they like teaching and being 

in the classroom, and both grew up with a parent who was a teacher. However, 

whereas Mary described the decision to pursue teaching as choosing “to do the 

thing that I knew best”, Joan recalled spending “a lot of time making sure that 

[she] didn’t go into education and become a teacher.” Nevertheless, the two now 

find themselves in the same place, working as colleagues.  

 What resonated with me the most, however, is that teacher training 

emerges as a legitimizing factor in Joan’s construction of her identity, expressed 

as a feeling of lacking credibility and status, as a teacher, whereas with Mary it 

doesn’t seem to. Mary’s description of herself as “always [having] been a 

teacher” stems from her childhood, not her completion of post-secondary 

education. Conversely, Joan told me that because she “[sees] teacher as a 

profession, and because [she] [doesn’t] have an education degree, [she] kind of 

feel[s] like [she] can’t take that role.” She explained that her criticism of teachers 

is that they should be “provid[ing] opportunities for people to explore their own 

thoughts and sort of be more of a facilitator and less of a dictator.” It seems 

possible that Joan’s resistance to being, and her belief that she’s not really, a 

teacher, despite the fact that she teaches and “likes teaching”, may in fact be a 

reflection or manifestation of her resistance to an image of teacher as “dictator”. 

Unlike Mary who describes teaching as “the right choice”, Joan isn’t sure what’s 
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next; however, she contends that “if [she’s] going to stay in this profession 

awhile, [she’s] going to have to go back and learn this stuff.” Returning to their 

metaphors, however, I see a parallel vision or projection of future possibilities. 

Both the bridge and the novel metaphors establish boundaries, but also serve to 

facilitate learners, on their own initiative, to go somewhere new.  

 Personal life experience. Because personal life experience could span a 

broad, inevitably all-encompassing, range of topics, within the case study 

interviews I narrowed my focus toward the teachers’ personal experiences with 

Othering. As anticipated being the Other was common to the experiences of all 

five of the participants. However, arguably, next to the apprenticeship of 

observation, it also seems to be what has had the greatest impact on the 

teachers’ construction and metaphorical projection of their professional identities. 

The teachers shared stories of being Othered by fellow ESL teachers as well as 

by students in their classes.  

 Joan elaborated that her resignation to pursue teacher training is not 

driven by feelings of uncertainty or inadequacy in the classroom, but by feeling 

like the Other among other ESL teachers. Joan told me, “I don’t have the 

background of learning…all of the theory and that kind of methodology and so on 

and so forth. So, in ESL sometimes I feel like a fraud because I’ll be listening to 

conversations [between other teachers] and not have a sniff of what they’re 

talking about. But, then what’s really weird is, sometimes I’ll go into a classroom 

and what I’m doing is actually what they’re talking about…I just didn’t know how 

to name it.” Toni also spoke of feeling Othered by her colleagues but with 
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respect to her teaching experience. She explained how, “When I came to the 

ESL department here, I felt that some people didn’t value my experience 

because it wasn’t in Canada…but that doesn’t make me any less of a teacher.” 

She elaborated that, “I just felt like there was a hierarchy, and I felt that I wasn’t 

good enough, and it’s too bad because…I should be very proud of my 

experience there.” 

 Joan and Toni’s accounts of feeling like the Other within what should have 

been their community of practice resonated strongly with me. In, professionally, 

what is already a marginalized field, it is disheartening that even between 

teachers there is not a sense of collegiality. It seems to me that the devaluing of 

Toni’s teaching experience in Korea by other ESL teachers is simply another 

form of cultural Othering pervading language teaching (TESOL), which may in 

fact be a perpetuation of native-speakerism. Both teachers’ experiences speak to 

the “newcomer”/“old-timer” dynamic within professional communities of practice; 

they are both “newcomers” in the sense of not having formal teacher training; 

however, Toni’s participation as a “newcomer” is seemingly more marginal than 

peripheral (Norton, 2001). 

 Four of my five conversations converged on native/nonnative-speaker as 

teacher dynamics. Joan shared that she feels it’s good practice for ESL 

teachers, who are native-speakers, to emphasize that, “We make 

mistakes…native English speakers don’t speak perfectly.” Toni described the 

respect she has for nonnative-English-speaking teachers and, as a language 

learner, her admiration of their success. Bailey et al. (1996) similarly found that 
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“respect is an issue that appeared repeatedly in [teachers’] autobiographies” 

(p.1). Interestingly, defining success has been a site of ongoing negotiation and 

subjectivity for the two nonnative-English-speaking teachers (NNESTs) that I 

talked to. And, unfortunately, respect and admiration are generally not how 

Fernando and Li would characterize what has been extended to them. Li talked 

about her self-perception and confidence being “the most obvious change for me 

when I came here…at first I felt a little ashamed about my errors in English and 

usually my pronunciation, my accent…I feel bad about that.” Likewise, Fernando 

explained, “When I came to Canada, it was really difficult because I had reached 

my goals there and then I came here and I was questioned because I had an 

accent. In Canada, I learned that I had a skin colour that would put me in a 

different category…here I was the brown man with the accent…the nonnative-

speaker of English who’s doing things that native-speakers of English should 

do.” As English language learners, neither Fernando nor Li aspired to be native-

like; however, they can understand their students’ preference, particularly those 

who have come to study in Canada, for a native-English-speaking teacher. But, 

ultimately, Fernando agrees with Toni, and thinks it is powerful for his students to 

realize that, “Yes, he’s not white, nor are we; he may have an accent, so do we; 

we are learning, he already did.” Because then they, as well as other teachers, 

may take note of the fact that, “he might know what we need to pay attention to.” 

I think this has something to do with why Fernando chose a metaphor that would 

not be part of the lived experience of most NESTs. It emphasizes that there are 
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different ways of knowing, and that sometimes what we don’t know is what we 

need to be most aware of. 

4.5 Discussion   

 By interpreting Joan, Li, Mary, Fernando, and Toni’s professional 

metaphors both conceptually and experientially, it has become clear to me that 

they used their metaphors “as an occasion to express the truth of their lived 

experience” instead of [what is typical of pre-service teachers] “as an opportunity 

to simply articulate a general philosophy” (White & Smith, 1994, p.174). The 

metaphor elicitation and the interviews were opportunities for purposeful 

reflection on-action (Schön, 1983) and revealed what is “rarely disclosed by 

teachers themselves…the more private aspects of pedagogy: coping with 

competing definitions of success and failure, and one’s own sense of 

vulnerability and credibility” (Britzman, 1991, p.4).  Talking to the teachers about 

their experiences as learners, teachers, and others afforded me a landscape 

within which to situate their metaphors. For Mary (the bridge), language teaching 

has been about establishing connections and has afforded her access to new 

destinations personally and professionally. For Toni, TESOL has been her key to 

a new life because it is what took her to Korea, the place where she met her 

husband and found her passion for teaching. Having been empowered, and 

essentially granted a golden ticket, by teachers who saw his potential, Fernando 

realizes the power he has to change the lives of his students. Teaching ESL is a 

chapter within Joan’s own life as a novel. Li is a sponge in how fluidly she 

teaches and learns and changes her shape depending on her surroundings. 
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Seeing all of the teachers’ metaphors as self-referential in nature is consistent 

with the findings of Numrich (1996) and Leavy, McSorley, & Bote (2007).  

 In this chapter I have introduced the ESL teachers at the centre of my 

inquiry by sharing their metaphors and exploring the paths that have led them, 

here, to be ESL teachers in Saskatchewan. In the next chapter, I revisit my 

research questions, discuss further how these findings contribute to the existing 

literature, and offer recommendations.     
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CHAPTER 5: Closing 

5.1 Overview 

 In order to illustrate the contribution and implications of my collective case 

study to the existing research, wherein the use of metaphors in the reflective 

practices of teachers has been advocated, I will revisit the three questions that 

have guided this inquiry. The opportunity to write a thesis has been an 

apprenticeship of observation unto itself. It has given me an opportunity to initiate 

an inquiry that has become a reflective journey. The purpose of this inquiry was 

to explore professional identity in TESOL by eliciting and interpreting metaphors 

of being an ESL teacher from those who are.  My investment in this inquiry is 

both professional and personal. As an ESL teacher, I am an insider; I have 

access to, and participate within, this community of practice. However, further to 

this, I would argue that being a native-English-speaking ESL teacher legitimizes 

my participation in this community in a way that I need to be mindful of, 

particularly with regard to my positioning of those whom I work alongside: ESL 

students and other ESL teachers. This inquiry emerged from my own experience 

of becoming/being an ESL teacher; a story that I believe is about finding my way 

when I didn’t know where I was going.  

 In this chapter, I discuss unanticipated characteristics of, and outcomes 

that arose from, the methodological process that I used in the present study, 

share implications of the research findings, and offer recommendations for the 

use of metaphor analysis as both a site of further inquiry and a tool for reflection. 

Finally, as a means of returning to how I began (Chapter 1), to symbolize the 
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feeling I have of coming full-circle, I will end on a personal note by sharing the 

metaphor I have constructed to represent what it is to be an ESL teacher in 

Saskatchewan. 

5.2 Research questions revisited 

 In order to explore representations of professional identity in TESOL, as a 

manifestation or reflection of personal-practical knowledge borne of experience, I 

began with three research questions. In combination, these questions allowed 

me to blend the research designs of de Guerrero and Villamil (2000; 2002) and 

Tsui (2003). The former provided me with a template for eliciting metaphors from 

ESL teachers to capture how they metaphorically conceptualize their 

professional identities and knowledge. The latter provided me with a framework 

within which to interpret why these were the metaphors that they chose to 

verbalize.  

 The first stage, or ‘think tank’, of my inquiry was illuminating in a few 

ways. The ‘think tank’ generated a preliminary source of data (metaphors) but 

more importantly, for the design of the present study, it connected me with an 

interested group of ESL teachers from which I could recruit case study 

participants. In turn, through follow-up interviews with these teachers, their five 

metaphors became contextualized in narratives of experience. As a result, it was 

the metaphors from these five teachers that became the focus of my inquiry. 

Interestingly, in addition to the teachers who participated in the ‘think tank’, I 

found there to be a notable number of teachers who expressed interest, but 

subsequently chose not to participate. In passing, one of these teachers later 
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told me that she decided not to participate quite simply because she “didn’t have 

any metaphors!” Although I can’t confirm that the same was true for the others, I 

found out through the case study interviews that even those who did participate 

were uncertain or had some reservations about the task; for example, Joan, 

“wasn’t exactly sure what the question was about…and where this was coming 

from”, and Toni resisted the urge to “google what…the literature say[s]…to know 

what…she (Nicole) want[s] from me.”   

 Perhaps it is worthwhile to note that the teachers who sought clarification 

and expressed these feelings of uncertainty (regardless of whether or not they 

chose to participate) were both native and nonnative-English speakers 

themselves. In designing my inquiry, I had wondered whether or not the literary 

“mystique” of metaphors might impact, and more specifically serve to deter, 

participation. Although I cannot say definitively that the use of metaphors as a 

tool for eliciting images of teacher identity did or didn’t act as a deterrent in my 

study, because of the relatively small group of ESL teachers that participated 

(twelve) and the even smaller group of nonnative-English-speaking teachers that 

my inquiry engaged (two), it is something that may warrant further consideration.  

 Interestingly, no two metaphors produced in the ‘think tank’ were the 

same. Each teacher wrote a different metaphor, thus constructing and casting a 

different image, of what it is to be an ESL teacher in Saskatchewan. Collectively, 

the metaphors likened an ESL teacher to a novel, a sponge, a bridge, an issuer 

of Visas, and a key to a new life. That the participants all chose unique images 

(exemplar metaphors) to represent teacher identity is consistent with the findings 
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of Zapata and Lacorte (2007), who reasoned “the fact that participants created 

so many distinct metaphors about teachers only serves to demonstrate the 

multidimensionality” (p.45) of their source. Elbaz (1981) attributes the 

‘multidimensionality’, and Oxford et al. (1998) the “clashing” (p.3), of teacher 

metaphors to the ways in which individual “teacher’s feelings, values, needs, and 

beliefs combine as she formulates brief metaphoric statements of how teaching 

should be and marshals experience, theoretical knowledge, and school folklore 

to give substance to these images” (p.61). The metaphors elicited in the ‘think 

tank’ stage of my inquiry all addressed the teacher, teaching, and the learner; 

however, they did not consistently attend to the learning process, language, and 

culture. As I suggested previously (Chapter 4), the participants’ inattention to, or 

failure to address, these other elements may have resulted because of how the 

metaphor elicitation worksheet was structured. However, it is interesting to me 

that in describing who or what an ESL teacher is and what teaching entails, the 

only other ‘element’ that all of the participants consistently attended to in their 

metaphors was the language learner (ESOL). I think this is significant because in 

creating an image to represent the ESL teacher, the use of metaphors also 

seems to have afforded the teachers “the possibility of understanding their 

students in new ways” (Bell, 2002, p.211). In addition, this seems to reveal 

Berci’s (2007) claim that: 

  When teaching is taken up as identity, rather than role, [i.e., through 

 metaphor elicitation] the opportunity for teachers to reflect on the 

 relationships between their values, intentions, and practices become 
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 important…[and] while role is often imposed, identity is individually 

 constructed through negotiations with self and others, and is never stable 

 or fixed. (p.65)  

I would argue that the negotiations with self, that Berci refers to here, address 

how a teacher’s identity arises from experiences as a (language) learner and 

Other. This description, then, parallels the elements that Tsui (2003) contends 

inform teacher identity (i.e., apprenticeship of observation, teacher training, and 

teaching experience, and personal life experience). The negotiations with others 

reference by Berci (2007) seems to be an acknowledgment of the impact of 

interactions and participation within classrooms and communities of practice on 

teacher identity. Furthermore, I think the naming of language learners (ESOLs) in 

the metaphors reveals a juxtaposition of the teacher (self) and the student 

(Other), and may speak more broadly to the native/nonnative-speaker dichotomy 

in TESOL.  As such, the metaphors created by the ESL teacher ‘think tank’, 

through naming, representing and positioning the teacher, the learner, and the 

teaching process, reflect the self-referential nature of metaphors constructed by 

‘experienced’ (as opposed to pre-service) teachers, which complements the 

findings of Leavy, McSorley, and Bote (2007) and White and Smith (1994). In 

addition, this interpretation illustrates that the imagery of the ‘think tank’ 

metaphors has an experiential, and therefore autobiographical, base (Clandinin, 

1985; Elbaz, 1981). 

 As detailed in Chapter 4, I used Chen’s (2003) framework to classify the 

participants’ metaphors according to their conceptual orientations. I interpreted 
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Li’s metaphor (sponge) as having a “teaching as business” orientation, Fernando 

and Toni’s metaphors (issuer of Visas and key to a new life, respectively) as 

having a “teaching as power” orientation, and Joan and Mary’s metaphors (novel 

and bridge) as having a “teaching as personal dynamics” orientation. In Chapter 

4, I explored overlaps in Chen’s (2003) conceptual framework with those of 

Oxford et al. (1998), de Guerrero and Villamil (2000; 2002), and Saban (2010). 

Upon further reflection, I would suggest that if Sperling’s (1994) conceptual 

categories of the “metaphors we teach by” (p.149) were poles on a continuum, 

as opposed to being independent categories, it would address both the how and 

why elements of my inquiry. If placed on either end of a continuum, Sperling’s 

conceptual categories of “battles and contests” and “connection” speak to both 

the projected images, and underlying experiences, of Joan, Li, Mary, Fernando, 

and Toni’s metaphors, and narratives accounts, of being.  

 In sum, the “battles and contests” reside in the teachers’ description that 

to teach is to “challenge”, “assess”, “lead”, and to “fulfill or crash dreams”; in the 

teachers’ own experiences as the Other; in issues of legitimacy; and in the power 

dynamics and differential associated with the perpetuation of native-speakerism 

through the view of language as commodity. Conversely, the ESL teachers found 

“connection” in interactions and relationships with learners; in the reciprocity of 

the teaching and learning processes and within their own experiences as 

teachers and learners; and in describing that to teach is to “relate”, “share”, 

“reflect” and “respect”. Collectively, then, I would argue that in between the 
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“battles and contests” and “connections” lies the place wherein teacher identity in 

TESOL is reconciled. 

5.3 Implications 

 The implications of this inquiry extend to the personal-professional 

development of teachers – both individually and collectively – involved in 

TESOL. Exploring the professional identity of ESL teachers through metaphor 

elicitation and analysis has implications for the teachers directly engaged in the 

reflective process, namely Joan, Li, Mary, Fernando, and Toni. Because the use 

of metaphors as awareness-raising tools in the reflective practices of teachers 

has been advocated elsewhere (de Guerrero & Villamil, 2000; 2002; Marshall, 

1990; Oxford et al., 1998; Saban, 2010; Sperling, 1994; Thornbury, 1991), I 

anticipate that, for these participants, engaging in this study has served to 

elevate their awareness of metaphors, and particularly of their own personal 

metaphors. Further to this, it is possible that by participating, the five teachers 

may have not only experienced a shift in their professional consciousness, but: 

  If they feel ownership of the metaphors they create; if they identify that it 

 may be a form of an ideal; and if they recognize that how they see their 

 students is imbedded in that metaphor; then reflection and interpretation 

 of that reflection may provide them with a process to gain the necessary 

 power to develop as educators. Through metaphor development and the 

 narratives and research it can instigate, they can increase not only their 

 knowledge of the self, but that of their students and of their classroom 

 experiences. (Berci, 2007, p.85) 
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Perhaps participation, by serving to raise their professional consciousness, will 

lead to a heightened awareness of how their metaphors are enacted. 

 I anticipate that these may be implications of participating for Joan, Li, 

Mary, Fernando, and Toni because as both a central (ESL teacher) and 

peripheral (ESL teacher) participant in this inquiry myself, these have been the 

implications for me. Through intentionally reflecting on my identity as an ESL 

teacher, I have come to realize the extent to which, “when teachers are 

preoccupied with the act of teaching, they are often unable to see their teaching. 

It is often through observing other teachers that we become aware of our own 

teaching” (Numrich, 1996, p.147). Through my involvement in this inquiry, I 

would suggest that ‘when ESL teachers are preoccupied with the act of language 

teaching, they are often unable to see themselves as language learners, users, 

and owners. It is often through observing other teachers that we become aware 

of our own identity as ESL teachers.’ By initiating this inquiry, eliciting 

professional metaphors, and engaging in the stories and lives of Joan, Li, Mary, 

Fernando, and Toni, my thesis has been a vehicle to address and reflect on my 

own storied identity of being an ESL teacher.  

 I would like to suggest that the implications of this inquiry extend beyond 

those who were directly involved to contribute, more generally, to the personal-

practical knowledge of teachers, who with intentionality or otherwise, are 

involved in TESOL. The professional metaphors and stories of being and 

becoming that have emerged through my inquiry address Paavola, Lipponen, 

and Hakkarainen’s (2004) call to action for teachers to be creators of 
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professional knowledge. In the present study, metaphors of teacher identity were 

elicited based on an understanding that the imagery therein would embody the 

personal and professional experience of the teachers who created them 

(Clandinin, 1985, p.361) and thus serve to make implicit knowledge explicit. 

Moreover, because the experiential base from which the ESL teachers’ 

metaphors emerged were explored and shared through stories, they become 

accessible to everyone (Bell, 2002, p.207). Similarly, “they may have 

resonance…and evoke a feeling or sense of shared experience” which may 

invite “new ways of seeing and perceiving not only the world but ourselves and 

[O]thers” (Lewis, 2007, p.4). I believe that a key contribution the present inquiry 

makes to existing research on teacher identity in TESOL emerges from having 

engaged individuals who haven’t been “formally trained” as teachers. Joan, Toni, 

and Li are ESL teachers though none of them have undergraduate degrees in 

education. To me, this demonstrates that some part of knowing how to be a 

teacher is an “internally constructed [identity]…[that is] unique to the individual 

and developed autobiographically” (Berci, 2007, p.83). To a greater extent, I 

believe that this inquiry contributes to an understanding that teacher identity may 

be more readily tied to acts of learning and teaching (i.e., apprenticeship of 

observation and teaching experience) than to the act of learning about teaching 

(i.e., teacher training). However, it also raises the question, why isn’t an 

Education degree a requirement of TESOL? 

 An implication of sharing these teachers’ stories, then, is to create an 

opportunity for readers to compare and understand these individuals’ metaphors 
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and experiences in terms of their own. Notably, Senior (2006) found that “when 

talking about their personal professional development, language teachers nearly 

always say that they learnt most from fellow teachers” (p.63). Consequently, I 

would argue that the reflective and reflexive, or dialogic, nature of this inquiry 

position it meaningfully as a site of personal professional development and 

reflection for the teachers who created the metaphors, but also for anyone who 

reads them. For me, as a teacher-researcher in this inquiry, eliciting and 

interpreting the professional metaphors of other ESL teachers and hearing their 

stories, of (language) learning, teaching, and being Othered, challenged me to 

consider, renegotiate, define, and come to better understand my own identity as 

an ESL teacher. Similarly, the glimpses into the classrooms and lives of the case 

study participants, shared here through metaphors and stories, may allow other 

teachers to “[gain] distance from their own practice and act almost as an external 

observer looking upon and reflecting upon their own practice,” (Leavy, McSorley, 

& Bote, 2007, p.1220).  

5.4 Recommendations 

 Just as the key implications of this inquiry are for those invested in 

TESOL, so too are the recommendations which I offer next. These 

recommendations advocate for the potential of metaphors in exploring teacher 

identity and knowledge to be realized by researchers and teachers alike. First, 

from my perspective as a researcher, because this inquiry, like that of de 

Guerrero and Villamil (2000; 2002), “is a study of what teachers ‘say’ rather than 

what they ‘do’”, I likewise make “no claims…about the teachers’ behaviour in the 
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classroom and whether or not the metaphors they came up with correlate in any 

way with their practice” (p.113). The present study was an exploration of 

metaphors as reflections-on-action (Schön, 1983). I contend that a worthwhile 

extension of this inquiry would be to explore metaphors as reflections-in-action, 

by way of spending time in Joan, Li, Mary, Fernando, and Toni’s classrooms, 

observing them teach, and essentially entering into their teaching worlds through 

the classroom door. In terms of the teachers’ metaphors of identity, this type of 

follow-up inquiry would illuminate how “images are within experience and are not 

only in the logically defined words which specify their conceptual status” 

(Clandinin, 1985, p.363). Thus, a continuation of the present study may provide 

insight into how Joan (a novel), Li (a sponge), Mary (a bridge), Fernando (an 

issuer of Visas) and Toni (a key to a new life) teach, and perhaps live, their 

metaphors.  

 Additionally, in this inquiry, identifying the native/nonnative-speaker 

dichotomy in TESOL is an acknowledgement of how “particular constructs of 

colonialism – producing images of the Other in juxtaposition to supposed norms 

of the Self – have deep roots in Western ways of thinking and occur and reoccur 

so often that we scarcely notice them” (Pennycook, 1998, p.161). Although I 

have attempted to elicit a collective and collaborative representation of what it is 

to be an ESL teacher in Saskatchewan by eliciting professional metaphors and 

sharing teachers’ stories of learning, teaching, and Othering, further exploration 

of how native-speakerism reveals itself and is perpetuated in TESOL, and 

otherwise, in Saskatchewan is needed. My inquiry recognizes that constructing 
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teacher identity is a dynamic, temporal, multi-faceted process. Therefore, it 

would be interesting to explore and compare how professional metaphors speak 

to a teacher’s gender, “whiteness” or racialized identity, years of teaching 

experience, or academic preparations/educational background.  

 Second, from my perspective as an ESL teacher, I would advocate for the 

widespread use of metaphor elicitation and analysis/interpretation as a reflective 

practice in the professional development of teachers working with ESOLs. 

Because, as mentioned earlier, for all ESL teachers who do not have formal 

teacher training (i.e., Education degrees), providing and promoting opportunities 

for intentional reflection on teacher identity and knowledge within the field is 

crucial. Bailey et al. (1996) found that, “the teacher factor in general was more 

important to…learners than were materials or methodology per se,” (p.15) which 

suggests that who teachers are not only affects how they teach, but also 

impacts, and matters to, who they teach. Thus, we owe it to our students to be 

reflective practitioners who intentionally engage, as individuals, in meaningful, 

self-critical and consciousness-raising reflection. Pennycook (1999) suggests 

that: 

  Given the global and local contexts and discourses with which English is 

 bound up, all of us involved in TESOL might do well to consider our work 

 not merely according to the reductive meanings often attached to labels 

 such as ‘teaching’ and ‘English’ but rather as located at the very heart of 

 some of the most crucial educational, cultural, and political issues of our 

 time. (p.346) 
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It seems to me that reflective practice and professional development, facilitated 

through the use of metaphors, would address issues of legitimacy within 

professional communities of practice in TESOL. I contend that metaphor analysis 

is the type of “creative investigation” that Sperling (1994) suggests benefits 

teachers most in that it serves to reveal “where our representations of teaching 

come from, how they sustain and in turn are sustained in daily practice, and how 

as canonical accounts they pass from one generation of teachers to the next” 

(p.155).  

 Through this inquiry, I have discovered that although the metaphors ESL 

teachers use to conceptualize their professional identities differ, they similarly 

arise from the teachers’ negotiations of legitimacy and positioning as language 

learners, users, and owners. The professional metaphors of these five ESL 

teachers in Saskatchewan reveal discourses of power and personal dynamics, 

which may be understood as existing on a continuum between “battles and 

contests” and “connection”. The metaphors of teacher identity have roots in 

apprenticeships of observation, teacher training, teaching experience, and 

personal experiences with Othering. I have come to a new understanding that 

“personal stories are not merely a way of telling someone (or oneself) about 

one’s life; they are the means by which identities may be fashioned” (Rosenwald 

and Ochberg, 1992, p.1). As a researcher, I initiated this inquiry, elicited 

metaphors and listened to stories. As a teacher, I engaged in my professional 

community of practice, which has led “to a better understanding of [my] own 

assets, beliefs, values” and to an “examination of…the evolution of my 
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professional identity” (Bailey et al., 1996, p.27). Finally, then, I offer my own 

tentative understanding, my ‘current’ metaphor, of what it is to be an ESL teacher 

in Saskatchewan – or a glimpse into, who/where/why I am, leaving this inquiry. 

 An ESL teacher is (like) a driver taking their road test. Before getting 

behind the wheel, the driver spent a significant amount of time as a passenger, 

graduating from sitting in the backseat to riding shotgun. Even once the driver 

has a license, she can still always be a passenger; however, at least initially, she 

probably won’t want to. Other drivers share the road – following, passing, 

leading, stopping, starting, and sometimes changing lanes without signaling. 

Before the road test can begin, the driver’s car will be scrutinized by the 

examiner and must be deemed roadworthy. The examiner then leads the way – 

giving cues to the driver of where they want and need to go. At the end of the 

driving exam, the examiner gets into his or her own car and drives away. 

Although the driver and the examiner may not find themselves sitting side by 

side again, inevitably their paths may cross if they continue to navigate the same 

roadways. 
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APPENDIX B: Invitation to participate 

 
 

              Invitation to Participate 
 
Hello, 
 
As an ESL teacher myself, I am curious how other teachers have come to consider, and 
have realized, the potential for teaching ESL in Saskatchewan. I am currently studying 
as a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at the University of Regina and, for my 
thesis, am conducting a metaphor analysis and narrative case study to explore 
professional identity in TESOL.   
 
There are two stages to my inquiry. The purpose of the initial stage is to gather the 
metaphors that ESL teachers use to conceptualize language teaching and learning. 
Participation in this stage is exclusively through e-communication, and is anticipated to 
require 15-30 minutes of your time. 
In the second stage, I am interested in exploring why these are the metaphors ESL 
teachers have chosen to articulate their professional realities. Participation in this stage 
will consist of a one-to-one interview/conversation, which is anticipated to last 
approximately 60-90 minutes, 
 
As such, if you are currently residing in Regina and have taught/are teaching in a 
specialized ESL program for adults, or are currently pursuing graduate courses in 
TESOL through the Faculty of Education at the University of Regina, and you are 
interested in participating in either stage of this research project, or if you would like 
more detailed information about what participation entails, please contact me directly at 
XXX.XXX.XXXX or nicole.theaker@uregina.ca  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Nicole Theaker 
 
 
 
This project has been approved on ethical grounds by the Research Ethics Board, University of 
Regina on September 18, 2012.  Any questions regarding your rights as a participant may be 

addressed to the committee at 306.585.4775 or research.ethics@uregina.ca. Out of town 
participants may call collect. 
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APPENDIX C: Semi-structured interview guide 
        

           *adapted from Oxford et al. (1998) 

          **adapted from Bailey et al. (1996) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Potential Questions/Prompts 
Apprenticeship of 
Observation 

Tell me about yourself as a student. 
Tell me about a teacher whom you especially liked or 
disliked. * 
Tell me about the language learning experiences 
you’ve had, and how successful they’ve been? //  
What is your criteria for measuring ‘success’?** 
Tell me about your experience learning (language). 

Personal Life Experience Tell me about any experiences you’ve had with culture 
shock. 
Tell me about a situation when you felt like the Other? 

Academic Background /  
Professional Development 

Why did you become a teacher? 
Tell me about what influences you (as a teacher) and 
your practice (teaching).** 
Tell me about your relationships with colleagues. 
Tell me about the role of reflection in your work. 

Teaching Experience  Tell me about a situation in which you and your 
students experienced either harmony or conflict. * 
Tell me about a “typical” day in the life of an ESL 
teacher. 
Tell me about your experiences teaching English. 

Metaphor Tell me about your metaphor.  
How do you attribute it to your experiences (see 
above)? 
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APPENDIX D: Participant consent form 

Project Overview & Participant Consent Form 
 
Project Title: On Being an ESL 
Teacher in Saskatchewan: Exploring 
Professional Identity Using Metaphor 
Analysis 
 
Researcher: NICOLE THEAKER, 
Graduate Student, FACULTY OF 
EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF 
REGINA, XXX.XXX.XXXX, 
Nicole.Theaker@uregina.ca 
 
Supervisor: DR. ANDREA STERZUK, 
FACULTY OF EDUCATION, 
UNIVERSITY OF REGINA, 
XXX.XXX.XXXX, 
Andrea.Sterzuk@uregina.ca 
 
Purpose(s) and Objective(s) of the 
Research:  
The purpose of my study is to establish 
how individuals, who themselves are 
language learners, users, and owners, 
position themselves as language 
teachers. Specifically, my aim is to 
examine the metaphor that you, as an 
ESL teacher, use to conceptualize your 
professional identity (‘teacher’) and 
professional knowledge (‘teaching’). 
Further to this, through continued 
participation in a collective narrative 
case study, I hope to glean from within 
your stories, how the metaphor you 
created has been (in-)formed by your 
apprenticeship of observation, or your 
experience as a (language) learner, as 
well as details of your teaching 
experiences, academic preparations, 
and life experiences. My objective is to 
explore the potential of metaphor 
analysis as a means through which we, 
as teachers and as individuals, can 
engage in meaningful, self-critical and 
consciousness-raising reflection that  
 

 
can afford us professional insight and 
opportunities for development/growth.  
It is my belief that exploring the 
professional identities of language 
teachers will offer insight into how 
TESOL (teaching English to speakers of 
other languages) is being approached 
within, and possibly transforming, our 
province. 
 
Procedures: 
I have designed my study as a two-
tiered inquiry using a narrative case 
study approach. In the first stage, I will 
seek to establish how ESL teachers 
metaphorically conceptualize language 
teaching and learning. To facilitate the 
initial gathering of metaphors, you have 
received my email, with an ‘Invitation to 
Participate’ attached, as forwarded by 
the ESL program head at R.O.D.S., 
SIAST, or the U of R, or by a professor 
involved with the M.Ed TESOL courses 
at the University of Regina. Thus, by 
responding to me, you have indicated 
interest and intent to participate in the 
initial stage, or ‘think tank’, by creating a 
professional metaphor. So I will, in turn, 
reply by email to you, as one of the 
‘think tank’ participants, with the 
metaphor elicitation worksheet. You will 
have one week to complete and return 
the worksheet to me via email. I 
anticipate that it will take 15-30 minutes 
to complete the worksheet.  
 
In the second stage, I will explore why 
these are the metaphors ESL teachers 
have chosen to articulate their 
professional realities. Here, I will be 
focusing on specific cases among the 
typical cases, or “samples within 
samples”, by facilitating a series of 
semi-structured interviews to elicit 
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autobiographical narratives of being a 
language teacher and learner.  
 
Following participation in the ‘think tank’, 
the decision to continue with the 
research project, by becoming a 
candidate for the collective case study, 
is yours. From those interested, I will be 
selecting four participants, two who 
identify as native-English-speaking 
teachers of ESL (NESTs) and two who 
identify as non-native-English-speaking 
teachers of ESL (NNESTs). Each 
interview/conversation will last 
approximately 60-90 minutes, will take 
the form of a semi-structured interview, 
and will be audio-recorded. 
Arrangements will be made, regarding 
the location of these interviews, to suit 
the individual participants involved. 
 
As a participant, please feel free to ask 
any questions regarding the procedures 
and goals of this study or your role 
within it.  
 
Potential Risks: 
There are no known or anticipated risks 
associated with participating in this 
research. 
 
Case Study Participants –  
Although the semi-structured interviews 
are not anticipated to elicit information 
that is of a sensitive nature, I 
nonetheless encourage you to only 
answer those questions that you are 
comfortable with. 
 
Potential Benefits: 
There are no guaranteed benefits of 
participating in this research.  
However, I anticipate that this study 
could serve to elevate your awareness 
of metaphor analysis as a reflective tool. 
It is possible that by participating, you 
may also experience a shift in your 
professional consciousness that may or 
may not lead you to enact change in 
your perspective or pedagogy. 

Confidentiality: 
The data from this research project will 
be used as the basis of my Master’s 
thesis. Due to the nature of the study, 
anonymity is not possible; however, 
measures will be taken to keep your 
identity confidential.  Although I may 
directly quote your email and/or 
interview, you will be given a 
pseudonym, and all identifying 
information (i.e., the name of the 
institution where you teach) will be 
removed from my report. Nevertheless, 
because the participants for this 
research project have been selected 
from a relatively small group of people, 
many of whom are known to each other, 
it is possible that you may be identifiable 
to other people on the basis of what you 
have said. As such, your confidentiality 
may be compromised.   
‘Think Tank’ Participants – Please be 
advised that upon receiving your 
worksheet via email, I will save it 
electronically until the research project 
is complete. In addition to this, for 
analysis, I will print one copy of your 
worksheet, but will take care to remove 
your contact information prior to doing 
so. I will keep the printed worksheets in 
a folder in a locked cabinet on the 
University of Regina campus. When the 
data is no longer required, the electronic 
files will be deleted and the print copies 
destroyed. 
 
Case Study Participants – After your 
interview, and prior to the data being 
included in the final report, you will have 
the opportunity to review the transcript 
of your interview, and to add, alter, or 
delete information from the transcripts 
as you see fit. I will securely store all 
interview transcripts and audiotapes on 
the University of Regina campus. When 
the data is no longer required, the 
transcripts and audiotapes will be 
destroyed. 
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Right to Withdraw: 
Your participation is voluntary and you 
may withdraw from the research project 
for any reason, at any time without 
explanation or penalty of any sort. 
Should you wish to withdraw, any data 
that you have contributed will be 
destroyed at your request.  
However, please be advised that after 
October 31, 2012, it is possible that 
some form of research dissemination 
will have already occurred and it may 
not be possible to withdraw your data. 

Follow up: 
To obtain results from this study, please 
contact the researcher by email 
[Nicole.Theaker@uregina.ca].  

Questions or Concerns: 
If you have questions or concerns at 
any point of this process, regarding your 
participation, the results, or the study in 
general, please do not hesitate to 
contact me by phone [XXX.XXX.XXXX] 
or email [Nicole.Theaker@uregina.ca]. 
This project has been approved on 
ethical grounds by the Research Ethics 
Board, University of Regina on 
September 18, 2012.  Any questions 
regarding your rights as a participant 
may be addressed to the committee at 
(306.585.4775 or 
research.ethics@uregina.ca). Out of 
town participants may call collect.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Consent: 
“Think Tank”   
By completing and submitting the 
metaphor elicitation worksheet via 
email, YOUR FREE AND INFORMED 
CONSENT IS IMPLIED and indicates 
that you understand the above 
conditions of participation in this study. -
---------------------------------------------------
“Case Study”  
The procedure and goals of the 
research project have been adequately 
explained and I understand them. I have 
had an opportunity to ask questions and 
my questions have been answered. As 
such, I voluntarily consent to participate 
as outlined in the research project. A 
copy of this Consent Form has been 
given to me for my records. 
 
 
 
_______________________________ 
  Name of Participant 
 
_______________________________ 
  Signature 
 
_______________________________ 
  Researcher’s Signature 
 
_______________________________ 
  Date 

 
A copy of this consent will be left 

with you, and a copy will be taken by 
the researcher. 

 

 

 

 




